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Almo precinct
to move to new
voting place
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Clerk's Office is gearing up for the
November General Election with changes planned for Almo
precinct voters and the kickoff of absentee balloting set for Oct. 24.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said following a meeting of the
county board of elections Thursday morning that Almo voters will
vote at Cain's Murray Auto Auction Inc. building located at 749
Radio Rd.
-The Almo Precinct will no longer vote at the (Calloway County
Fire-Rescue) substation, but they will vote at the Murray Auto
Auction and we're trying to get a specific entrance, maybe the
Radio Road entrance, set up for that." he said.
There have been several requests from Almo voters to move balloting from the substation on First Street back to the auto auction
building and the board is trying to accommodate the requests and
make voting as easy and convenient as possible.
In other action, the board set a time and date of 9 a.m. on
Wednesday. Oct. 10, to certify voting machines. The action includes
a machine-by-machine visual review by Coursey and board members Zee Erux, Dave Foley and Calloway County Sheriff 13111
Marcum to ensure voting machines are sealed and ready for the
election, as required by the state board of elections. The machinery
is stored at the Calloway County Road Department garage located
on Sycamore Street Extended.
One of the machines will be set up inside the clerk's office on the
second floor of the Calloway County Courthouse on Oct. 24 for use
by absentee voters. Those who qualify to vote as an absentee will be
allowed to do so from g a.m that day through 4:30 p.m. on Monday.

II See Page 2A

Road Closure Notice
Due to rain over the past two days. a contractor for the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet has been forced to delay an overnight closure of Bnnn Road
Ilse contractor now plans to close Bonn Road at the New Ky. 80
Intersection in Calloway County today (Fnday)at approximately 4
p m. It will remain closed overnight and is expected to reopen
Saturday at 6 am.
Motonsts should be aware of this planned overnight closure and
make advance alternate travel plans
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray residents seeking to construct a metal carport or aboveground pool measuring over 24 inches in depth or 250 square feet
in size are now required to obtain a building permit from the city,
after a unanimous vote during Murray's Thursday City Council
meeting.
According to City Planner Candace Dowdy, metal carports are
springing up around the city in unauthorized locations and could
pose a safety hazard to residents. The carports are to be installed in
backyards only but Dowdy pointed out that many times they are
being placed in side and front yards.
The permit allows a building inspector to advise homeowners on
where to place the structure and how to properly secure it. The fee
for the permit is a minimum $20 building permit.
The council also unanimously agreed to change the fees for special-called zoning meetings from $330 to $580. Dowdy explained
this will better cover the administrative costs necessary to prepare
for the meetings and also pay for legal representation at each meeting plus the $40 salary for each commission member.
For the same reasons, the fee for special-called planning meetings went from $450 to $700 and the zoning map amendment
changed from $300 to $450. The fees for preliminary and final plat
review went from $75 to $150.
Some fees had not been changed in 17 years; others in 24 years.
The council agreed to review the fees in five years.
In other business:
- The council unanimously approved the Chamber of Commerce
ground lease made to Land Capital Group Inc. of Texas.
- Chuck Foster was unanimously appointed to the MurrayCalloway County Park board to fill the unexpired term of Chad
Lawson. Lawson's term does not expire until Nov. 1. 2008.
- Due to scheduling conflicts in October, the council moved the
first meeting of the month to Monday, Oct. 8.
- The council agreed that Halloween will be from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 31.

Officials hear White Oak-Post Oak Writs
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Many residents living in the
White Oak-Post Oak Drive
neighborhood
near
East
Calloway Elementary School
say they are tired of crime,
drugs, trash, loud music, speeding and other undesirable intrusions that are invading their
peace and security and they plan
to do something about it.
A group of about 20 gathered
at the home of White Oak resident Jeannie Buckland last night
to
organize
an
official
Neighborhood Watch program
and they are getting some
important help.
The effort also attracted the
attention of Calloway County
Sheriff Bill Marcum, county
magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale
and Connie Morgan. and Adam
Scott. coordinator of the
Purchase Area Development
Distnct's Homeland Security
programs. Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
was
represented
by
Environmental Planner Alicia
Tabers.
Buckland. along with neighbor Jackie Taylor, are organizing
the watch program and they
have gained a lot of support.
Buckland said her intent is to
show that people in the neighborhood do care about their living conditions and will not
allow the actions of a few to disturb them.
"I just want everyone to
know that I am watching,"
Buckland said. "I'm devoted to
this and I want everybody to
stand with me, not behind me."
The group was presented a
slide show by Scott detailing
how to organize and maintain a
Neighborhood Watch program
that would be effective in helping to alleviate some of the
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Murray native Leigh Anne Florence, author of the Woody, the Kentucky Wiener (dog) book and newspaper series, center, and
artist James Asher, the series illustrator, introduce Woody and his sister, Chloe, to some excited children at the Calloway
County Public Library Thursday night. Florence's newest "Woody" work is a series of newspaper articles titled "Mr. Dogwood
Goes to Washington" concurnng the importance of reading and civic literacy. It appears Tuesdays on the Ledger's Learning
page. Additional photos from last night can be seen on page 12A in today's Ledger.
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Adam Scott, left, coordinator for the Purchase Area Development District's Homeland Security
program, speaks to about 20 residents of the White Oak-Post Oak Drive area about organizing a Neighborhood Watch program at the home of Jeannie Buckland, second from right.
Participating in the effort are First Distnct Magistrate Eddie Clyde Hale. background left, and
Second District Magistrate Connie Morgan, nght.
unsettling situations brought up
in a survey of residents by
Buckland and Taylor.
"Basically what you are trying to do here is to protect your
way of life right here in your
own neighborhood," Scott said.
-That's what Neighborhood
Watch is all about and we are
here to help you."
Taylor pointed out that the
effectiveness of the program
was as simple as keeping a
watchful eye on what happens in
the neighborhood: particularly
anything unusual or suspicious.
"People ask me all the time
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'Do you ever sleep?" she said.
"Well, yes I do, but when I get
up I look out my window to see
what's going on."
Marcum encouraged the participation of everyone that
planned to be involved in the
effort
-This will only be as good as
you folks make it because how
active you are will determine
how active your watch will be,"
Marcum said while outlining
some tactics and strategies that
would help the effort be successful.
"If you are going to change.

you are going to have to change
yourself: Morgan added. "If
you want a better neighborhood,
work for a better neighborhood.
Let the people see you are out
there and they will know you are
there."
According to the survey, the
list of grievances reported by
residents include too many stray
dogs and cats, theft and other
crime; trashy, vacant or overgrown lots: not enough street
lighting: too few speed limit
signs; and alleged drug use and
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Central Ky. county
removes Ten
Commandments
LANCASTER. Ky IAPt - gficials in a central Kentucky town
have removed a Ten Conunandments display from the courthouse.
The Garrard County Fiscal Coon took action Wednesday after a
federal Judge issued an opinion earlier this month that "a reasonable
person would conclude that the county's display has the effect of
end sing religion "
-foday's events Arc taking place because of the ruling.- said
Judge-Execuusc John Wilson
Indic Sept. 5 opinion, U.S. Distnct Judge Karl Forester refused
to dismiss the Garrard County case. hut he stopped short of ruling
whether the display is unconstitutional
forester said the history ot the display offered evidence suggesting that the officially stated /mrpose pi a sham '. to disguise religious intent
The U S. Supreme Court ruled in 2005 that Ten Conimatehnents
displays on goserriment property must he evaluated on case-bycase basis. Among factors making the displays constitutional. the
c,Airt said, is it their MOO purpose %As to honor the nation's legal.
rather than religious. traditions
11w Supreme Court's ruling had struck down the display of the
commandments in two Kentucky. courthouses but upheld a granite
monument near the 'feu. Capitol

Panel finds Army sniper
not guilty of murder
BAGHDAD IAP)
A military panel today Acquitted U.S
Army Spa: Jorge ti Sandosal on charges he killed two U1171MCd
Iraqis. hut it cons IL led hint of planting es lame on one of the men
in attempt to cos et 'up the shooting
Smith's al. 22. of Laredo. ICX4S. had faced tise charges in the
April and May deaths of two unidentified men He was found not
guilty 01 the two minder charges. but the panel decided he had
placed a detonation V* 1 C 011 one of the bodies to make it look
was an insurgent
the
Liv.!•ef% tot SAlkio% al. who will be sentenced Saturday. said he
should lace DO MI ire than six iniwiths in priM in In(
CITICM of
publis properly while pri,secui.,rs argued he should recesse a fl%C!r 541 sCOICOt C 1(0 obstructing fUSlit C

Sec. of State candidates debate
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Wnter
LEXINGTON, Ky tAP) —
Secretary of State Trey Grayson
wants Kentucky voters across
the state to one day cast paper
ballots without the option of
choosing a straight party ticket.
Democrat
Bruce
lieridnekson. a former mayor of
Pineville eyeing Grayson's job
an the Nov. 6 election. said he
prefers a system that would preserve Kentuckians option to
vote for all Democrats or
Republicans and give them a
paper receipt when they leave
the voting booth.
The two met in a half-hour
televised debate Thursday night
on
Kentucky
Educational
Television The wide-ranging
debate marked the candidates•
first and only joint televised
appearance leading up to the
election
Grayson, seeking a second
tern), Said a paper ballot system
would be the best method of
securing Kentucky's elections.
Giving receipts could encourage
vote buying, Grayson said.
"Our voting systems are fine
now. but they can be made better and I think by having a voter
senfied paper record we can do
that. Grayson said of the paper
ballot proposal
Hendrickson. however, said
paper ballots could discourage
people from voting, and providing receipts would not encourage vote buying. Ilendnckson
said
-They're going to buy votes'
as long as this country exists,"
Ilendrwkson said "We do our
hest to stop it, but you can never
stop that The receipt is the
answer
rhe) both agreed on expanding early voting to allow more
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AP
Republican Secretary of State Trey Grayson, facing nght, and his Democratic challenger
Bruce Hendrickson listen to instructions pnor to their debate at Kentucky Educational
Television studios in Lexington. Ky. Thursday.
people to vote before an election.
But, they disagreed on other
topics, such as straight-ticket
voting.
Kentucky's straight party
ticket option encourages "lazy"
voting by not forcing people to
consider each race, Grayson
said Hendrickson disagreed.
saying that option "should never
he eliminated."
Grayson and Hendrickson
also disagreed on how Kentucky
could gain more relevance in the

PADUCAH. Ky (AP) -Es acuations ordered
after
hydrochloric aced leaked from a
railroad tanker car in a Paducah
rail said base ended. aLcording
t(i Charlie Hite. an emergency
response dispatcher The cars
Was carrying 1.900 pounds of
the acid. said 1.....irry Oasis, vice
president of sales and marketing
for the Paducah and Louisville
Railway He did not base an
estimate on how much of the
material leaked

Subscribe
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753-1916

national selection of presidential
nominees. Grayson favors a
rotating regional primary system. Hendrickson said he preferred a lottery system that
would allow a state more
chances to hold an early primary.
Grayson had considered a
run against Gov. Ernie Fletcher
in the GOP primary last spring.
Instead, the first term secretary
of state chose to seek re-election
to a second term this fall.
Meanwhile. Hendrickson, an

eastern
Kentucky
school
teacher, emerged from a three-.•
way Democratic pnmary in the'.
spring by defeating Dick
Robinson, a Georgetown businessman. and MaDonna lean
White, a college instructor and
nurse from Louisville.
Among other duties, the sec-,'4
retary of state serves as ,.,Kentucky's top election official,
is in charge of business filings
and is chairman of the state,„
Board of Elections. The job
pays about $101,600 per year.
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From Front
Nos 5. during regular business
hours
"We tentatively -- I'm about
90 percent sure - are planning
to have an absentee voting
machine in here on Oct. 24 set
up for that purpose.- Course).
said -That cuts clown on the
number of mailings that we
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Republican Dave Foley at 753-"
5822 or Democrat Zee Enix at
753-3352 to sign up.
"Or they can call me and Ill
give them the right phone number or address to do that."
Coursey said.
Also, anyone needing to register to vote, change their name
or address or change political ,
parties before the election must
do so by 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Oct. 9.
-They can register to vote for i
the first time or change an',
address or update their record, if
you will Whatever they have
to,,
do"
For more information about
the election, to sign up as a
precinct officer or to make a
change in voter registration, •
come by the clerk's office from a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday '
through Friday or call 751_
192 1

said he would he willing to
in the placement of speed !
limit signage in the area to deal
with speeding motorists. Some.
signage already exists, but
members of the group noted that.
that there were not enough signs:
or that existing signs were
placed in areas where they were
not as Nimble as they should be.
"Just let me know where you
would like to have them placed
and I'll get them to you." Hale
said
The group plans to post at
least two Neighborhood Watch
signs in the area on Post Oak!
and White Oak with possibly
more planned for placement::
later The group is also planrung a neighborhood clean-up to
remove as much trash as possihie
•.
assist
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have to do and anyone that will
not be in town on election day
or qualifies as an absentee can
come in and use that machine to
vote."
Course!: also pointed out the
need for more stand-by election
officers and is asking anyone
that would be willing to volunteer for the duty to do so as soon
as possible.
"We now have four precinct
officers in every precinct, but
because of cancellations and
unexpected situations that may
occur WC always lose several
before the election." he said.
"During the last election. I'll bet
we lost 4o of the 120 we had
because of death in the family
and everything else and our
stand-by list is pretty short right
now"
Precinct officers are sought
from both political parties and
those that want to participate are
asked
to
contact
either

From Front
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Another of the overturned Ms
was empty and the third was
carrying harmless plastic
lets, he said.
Davis said the leak had ,
stopped by three p.m. EDT, and 1,
there was no structural damage
to the rail car. A hazardous materials team conducting air
tests in the area said readings I.
were within acceptable safety
ranges.
The rail yard is on the south side of Paducah.
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McCracken
County
Emergency
Management
Director Kent King called for
residents within a 2.500-foot
radius to evacuate their homes
as a precaution following the
derailment of four rail cars
around noon CDT Thursday. Six
people were taken to a Red
Cross shelter set up at a local
church. hut there were no
injuries reported.
Of the four cars that derailed.
three ovenumed, said Davis.
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Acid leak sealed following
Paducah train derailment

Leapt photo
COUNTING BALLOTS: Staffers with the Murray Ledger &
from left. Crystal Duvall,
Slone Cansler Julie Brown Bratney Bogard and Chris Woodall go through ballots and tabulate results for the Calloway County Favorites
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dealing Esen an open sewage
problem was mentioned on one
property
loud muse: was another.
"Sometimes it's at 5 o'clock
in the morning.- said resident
lies in Troyer. "It's very disturbing Hoe on Post Oak and I can
here it all the way over there "
Marcum informed the group
that sheriff's deputies would
respond to loud music complaints at any hour of the day Of
night it the volume is digit:haw
the surrounding neighbortiotxt
"li doesn't maner if it's at
high noon If it's disturbing the
neighborhood, you call us.- he
said
Hale. who is working with
the group to organilt the watch.
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KentuckylnBrief
Fanner more funding, staff needed
to regulate amusement rides
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (AP) --- State Agriculture Commissioner
Richie Farmer, whose department is responsible for checking
amusement rides and fuel pumps, said in a televised debate Thursday
rught that Pus agency is doing an adequate job handling those off-thefarm tasks but needs more money and staff.
Fanner and his Democratic challenger in the Nov. 6 election,
David Lynn Williams of Glasgow,fielded questions about farm concerns and other duties for the state Agriculture Department in a halfhour debate on Kentucky Educational TC1tViSiOft.
Williams, a retired cable contractor, touted his farming and business background. Williams said he would hire a quality staff as agriculture conunissioncr and would be an independent advocate for the
interests of Kentuckians.
"I'm not a politician," Williams said. "I'm not obligated to
nobody but God."
Fanner, a Republican seeking a second term, touted a hay hotline
set up by the Agriculture Department to help livestock producers
find adequate feed supplies after a spring freeze and summer drought
limited hay production and pasture growth.
Farmer said the hay shortage is a -touchy situation" for producers facing a long winter of feeding herds, but said farmers are
"resilient and they will make it." He said agriculture officials in
Kentucky and elsewhere are looking for ways to ease the shortage.

Nurses unions reject contract offer
from ARH
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky and Wrest Virginia Nurses
Association Union rejected a contract offer from Appalachian
Regional Healthcare on Thursday, setting up the possibility for a
strike when the current contract expires on Sunday.
It would be the second time this year that ARH,the largest health
care provider in the region, would have to battle the picket line.
ARH presented its "final offer" to the union of about 800 nurses
on Wednesday, promising an initial 2 percent pay raise and flexible
schedules that would allow nurses to choose either 10 or 12-hour
shifts.
"We are disappointed that a contract offer with more than $10
million in pay raises, extremely competitive healthcare and retirement benefits, and much more for our nurses was not accepted," said
Jerry W. Haynes, ARH president and CEO.
Pat Tanner, lead negotiator for the nurses association, said
Wednesday the package reduced holiday pay and increased insurance premiums. The nurses want additional staffing to offset mandatory overtime and better retirement and medical benefits.
Haynes said ARH's facilities will be "well staffed" if there is a
strike.

About $1.8 million unaccounted for
from collapsed college
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Fletcher, Beshear wrangle over issues By BRUCE SCHREINER
"It's going to take more than
Associated Press Wnter
four years to turn around
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — decades and decades of these
Gus. Ernie Fletcher and kind of folks being there,"
Democratic challenger Steve Fletcher said.'The last thing we
Beshear wrangled in a forum want is for them to come back."
Thursday over casino gambling,
Following the forum, there
energy policy and Beshear's role was a tense exchange between
years ago in putting together the Fletcher and Beshear's main
incentives that recruited auto spokeswoman as the governor
giant Toyota to Kentucky.
brushed away a tape recorder
Speaking to a crowd of eco- she was holding near him as
nomic development and tourism Fletcher spoke to reporters.
officials, Beshear ripped into
While laying out their plans
Fletcher's record as governor. to boost economic development
He claimed that state govern- and tourism, Fletcher claimed
ment has shortchanged educa- that Beshear had opposed incention during the Republican's tives for Toyota Motor
Corp. in
term, and said Kentucky has the 1980s that lured
the
fallen behind most of the nation automaker
to build a production
in economic competitiveness.
plant at Georgetown, where the
In a swipe at Fletcher's claim
popular Camry sedan is built.
of turning around Kentucky
Beshear was lieutenant governor
after years of Democratic rule,
at the time.
Beshear said,
"He takes credit for trying to
"It's not turnget them here, but if it wasn't for
ing around, it's
those incentives they wouldn't
sinking. And if
have been here," Fletcher said.
we don't start
Afterward, Beshear that said
bailing pretty
Fletcher's account of his posifast, then it's
tion on the incentives was
going under."
wrong.
Fletcher, the
"I raised some questions
first
state's
about how we were putting the
GOP governor
Beshear deal together," Beshear told
in a generation,
responded that education spend- reporters, adding that he worked
ing has risen considerably dur- closely with then-Gov. Martha
ing his term, Kentuckians' Layne Collins to make sure the
incomes have grown and the deal went through.
Beshear said the state needs a
economy has expanded. He said
voters should resist bringing balanced economic developback "tired, old politicians that ment strategy that targets out-ofhave kept us down in the bottom state companies that best fit
Kentucky while also encourag10."
Beshear was attorney general ing expansion of existing busiand lieutenant governor two nesses.
decades ago.
He said out-of-state companies should be held accountable
-

for living up to
job and investment requirements
in
exchange for
tax incentives,
and said the
deals should be
made public.
"We don't
hold their feet
Fletcher
to the fire, and
we should," Beshear said.
Meanwhile, Beshear told the
crowd that legalizing casino
gambling in Kentucky would
stimulate economic activity in
the cities where the casinos
built.
"It will bring tourists in here,
it will boost the convention
business," he said.
Fletcher countered that visiting gamblers would bypass the
local businesses, and said the
casinos would create the kind of
low-wage jobs that Beshear
bemoaned in his comments at
the forum.
"We have focused on the
kind of economic growth that
we can be proud of, and the kind
of jobs that you want your children and grandchildren to
have," he said.
Beshear supports amending
the state Constitution to allow a
limited number of casinos,
mostly at Kentucky horse tracks
along with a handful built in
border communities. Beshear
claims the venture would generate about $500 million a year in
new state tax revenues that
could go for such things as education and health care. He said
wanted a portion of the revenue
to go to local governments for
economic development and

infrastrucure
Fletcher staunchly opposes:
casino gambling, saying it
would create a host of social and
economic ills.
•
Beshear said that as governor
he would promote clean-coal
technology to ensure markets
for Kentucky coal and development of alternative fuels using
Kentucky farm products.
Fletcher responded that his,
energy policies are -way down
the road beyond" what Beshear
talked about. Fletcher noted the
recent passage of energy legislation aimed at providing financial
incentives to lure companies to
build plants in Kentucky that.
convert coal to cleaner-burning
alternative fuels.
-Steve, maybe eventually .
you'll catch up to where we
actually are," Fletcher said.
There was a tense exchange
after the forum between Fletcher
and Beshear's main spokeswoman, Vicki Glass.
Fletcher objected to Glass
holding a tape recorder near him
while he spoke to reporters.
"Vicki, you're not part of the
media," said the governor, who
pushed her wrist and arm.
Glass responded, "Don't:
push me governor."
Fletcher said he didn't push.
her and objected to her holding a
recorder "right in my face."
Glass responded,"This is a public place."
After a few moments of awk-'•
ward silence, Fletcher said,"My' •
goodness" and started to leave,
when reporters had no other.,
questions. Before leaving, he ;
asked Glass. "Do you have any .
questions you'd like to ask?"

Party claims anti-Beshear ads violate law

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — About $1.8 million that belonged to The state Democratic Party
a now-defunct college in Louisville cannot be located, leaving both thinks a series of television ads
prosecutors and a bankruptcy trustee trying to locate the funds.
criticizing Democratic gubernaThe money belonged to Decker College, a for-profit school that torial candidate Steve Beshear
shut down in September 2005 amid a bankruptcy and federal and violates state law.
The party filed a complaint
state investigations. The funds, in the form of a bank deposit, were
with the Kentucky Registry of
on a list of assets declared by the school when it went bankrupt.
But now, the money and the account it was supposed to be in can- Election Finance, claiming the
not be found, said attorney Della Justice, who works with the ads, mailers and a web site funded by the Republican Governors
Kentucky Attorney General's consumer protection division.
"That money is not there anymore," Justice said. "We believe it Association should be considwas there at the beginning of the bankruptcy. We're just asking at ered illegal contributions to the
campaign of Republican Gov.
this point."
The missing funds became known Thursday morning during a
federal bankruptcy hearing over whether the school's trustee could
hire a collection agency to pursue money owed to Decker College
when it closed. The trustee, Robert Keats, said he's unsure where the
funds are and that two banks who worked with the school have been
unwilling to turn over information about the school.
Keats said the ongoing federal investigation into Decker's collapse is tying his hands in finding and collecting assets that could be
cashed out or sold to repay the former students of the school and its
creditors. State and federal investigators have set some things off
limits, Keats said.
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP)
"I've been told to stop investigating some areas," Keats said, — Kentucky State Police are
assisting local police in an
declining to be more specific.
The U.S. Attorney in Louisville declined to comment Thursday investigation of a college student's death.
afternoon.
State police received a
request to help with the investigation from Georgetown Mayor
Karen Tingle-Sames. said Major
Mike Sapp, of the Special
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)— Mike Willett knew immediately what Enforcement Troop of the
he wanted after finding out he was one of 22 people to win a $61.5 Kentucky State Police.
The mother of the 18-yearmillion Powerball jackpot.
old Georgetown College student
"Show me the money," Willett said, clapping his hands together. complained that officials did not
Willett and 21 current and former co-workers from Nukote thoroughly investigate his death.
International in Bardstown, Ky., will split the sixth highest prize in which was ruled a suicide.
Kentucky Lottery history. The cash option for the jackpot pays out
Remy Okonkwo's body was
$28.5 million. After taxes, that comes out to about $895,000 per per- found hanging at the Lambda
son. The Powerball win was the 15th in Kentucky Lottery history Chi Alpha fraternity house on
March 31.
and the first since July 2003.
Georgetown police and the
Kentucky Lottery CEO Arch Gleason congratulated the group.
Scott County coroner ruled his
"It's a lucky day for the Nukote 22," Gleason said.
death a suicide, but Okonkwo's
The group of 20 women and two men worked in customer serv- mother, Joyce Bell Murphy, said
ice and accounts receivable for Nukote, which makes paper, inkjet the investigation was insufficartridges and laser toner. Each member of the group has paid $1 a cient.
week into a collective pot for the last 12 years and let lottery computers pick their numbers.
One of the group. Connie Mattingly, checked the lottery numbers
Thursday mortung and realized the group had won. She called Janet
Shelver.
"I think we won the lottery,- Mattingly said.
Shelver checked the numbers. "I said this is it," Shelver said.
-Then she hangs up on me," Mattingly said.
A Mary of phone calls ensued to others who paid into the lottery
pool, each saying later they couldn't believe the news.
"It hasn't sunk in yet," Shelver said Thursday afternoon.

Ernie Fletcher.
The party also claims the
RGA illegally coordinated its
efforts with Fletcher's campaign
and failed to register as a campaign committee in the state.
Fletcher and Beshear will
face each other in the Nov. 6
eImam.
'WiAire following the
' •
ra* ,t/my are yin
spokesman Chris 'ScIrri
.
"This is a frivolous attempt to

distract the RGA from what we
are doing."
The RGA is registered with
the Internal Revenue Service as
a "527" group, meaning it can
accept unlimited contributions
but can't engage in "express
advocacy" for or against a given
capdidate.
The ielevision ads take aim at
Milimplobieecordmei •••iiiik like
taxes, abortion, gambling and
the Ten Commandments. The

ads are tagged with slogans like
"with Steve Beshear, nothing is:
sacred."
•
State Democrats say the ads
.
:
are a slap at Beshear and urge:
voters to cast a ballot for,
Fletcher.
The RGA has 15 days to
respond to the colaplain, which:
was fie'IMondiq:
,The RGA
co•slikile(Mod up10414410
any violation.

Mother asks
police to
investigate
son's hanging
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newsp,41,er •

Children &
ATV safety
As an emergency room physician at Owensboro
Medical Health System, Dr. Neil Troost treats a
wide array of injuries, everything from weekend
softball players with turned ankles and wrenched
knees to life-threatening trauma. He's seen it all.
But one continuing frustration for Troost is the
steady stream of victims he sees who have been
hurt riding all-terrain vehicles, commonly referred
to as ATVs or four-wheelers, including far too
many children.
Troost understands the attraction but not the
lack of care in the use of the machines.
"They are dangerous, and they are not to be
taken lightly," Troost told Messenger-Inquirer
reporter Dariush Shafa for a recent article.
"They're fun vehicles, they're very popular, but I
think people are buying them where the dangers
are underrepresented. They need to realize the
dangers inherent in these vehicles."
Troost sees a lot of head, chest and abdomen
injuries, many of them caused by crushing, which
supports his view that ATV riders often hit something, are ejected and then rolled over by the
heavy machines, accidents that are made worse by
excessive speed.
Young, inexperienced riders are especially vulnerable. Kentucky law requires that people under
the age of 16 may only operate an ATV while
under direct supervision of an adult and must
wear a helmet. But a University of Kentucky
study revealed that of 151 children hurt or killed
in an ATV accident,- only six. _were_-_wearing a. helmet.
Parents and guardians could make a difference
if they would. No. 1, they could think seriously
about not allowing children in their care to operate ATVs at all, and never out of their sight and
never without a helmet.
Were glad that Daviem County sheriff's
deputies have a standing order to aggressively
enforce ATV laws governing child riders, but fourwheelers are off-road vehicles and their use is
mostly out of sight of law enforcement.
That leaves it up to adults to be adults when it
comes to children operating fast, powerful
machines capable of seriously injuring or killing
them— Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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New(t) Ideas
As I listen to the presidential candidates speak and engage in what passes
for debate these days. it appears that
most, if not all of them are simply
talking about improving the old government model, rather
than boldly proclaiming a new one.
Carmakers, if they
want to sell cars, produce "new and
improved' models, not
remakes of previous
ones. So why do
Cal's
politicians continue to
Thoughts rely on a Model ir
By Cal Thomas v.erSt011 Of government
when it's outmoded
Syndicated
and unfit for modern
Gokimnist
life?
Preskienual candidates should speak
about what has worked in the past and
could wort again. The candidates - at
least the Republican ones, if they
remember what Republicans are supposed to stand for - should be talking
about freedom from dependency and a
return to self-sufficiency. Government
doesn't need to be reformed under the
present system. it needs to be transformed under a new one
Last week. a small group of fellow
journalists and I had breakfast with former Speaker Newt Gingrich. Talk about
a man who has learned from his mistakes'
Gingnch now heads American Solutions for Winning the Future, an organization whose Website describes it as 'a
unique nonpartisan organization designed
to me above traditional gridlos:ked parUsanship. to provide real, significant
solutions to the most important issues
facing our country.'
It 11 thrilling to sit and listen to his
ideas that are no longer based on partisan posturing and strategies to win the
next election, but on proposals that
would work and benefit all Americans.
regardless of party affiliation.
'We need a new American dialogue

that focuses on evidence and data and
sorts out what works and what fails,'
he says. "Then we need to migrate
government policies and government
bureaucracies away from failure and
toward success.' Gingrich calls government at all levels "incompetent" and
makes no distinction about which party
is running it.
Who could argue with that? Only
those with a vested interest in the status quo, lobbyists and polarizers, for
example.
Is there anyone who is satisfied with
the way large and ever-growing,
bureaucratic. impersonal government
worts" No matter who's running it,
government doesn't work precisely
because of its aforementioned traits. It
costs more and delivers less than ever
before. ft has created a dependency culture that prevents - not helps - some
of the disadvantaged from achieving
their dreams, if they have any after
relying too much and for far too long
on government.
'The solutions we need are bigger
than the current political process can
create.' says Gingrich Who can credibly disagree? And it you do disagree.
can you give an example of what
major problems government is fixing?
Social Security? Educataxi? Health
care?
'We need an educational dialogue
before we have a political debate.' he
says. Yes, we do, but who will give it
to us if the presidential candidates arc
about patching and mending the current
system? How many people understand
basic economics and the principals
behind capitalism? Who understands the
history of their own country and the
ideas that founded and have sustained
It through domesus and foreign challenges' Are there politicians who will
lead Us to what we need rather than
indulge us in the silliness of what we
want, like our obsession with 0.1
Simpson and other members of the cult
of the depraved')
Tele. sion increasingly serves up

•
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Newt Gingrich
crime and slime. These are not the
things of the mind. but of the gut and
the groin.
The public wants real change, says
Gingrich. but the politicians - perhaps
fearful of organized groups that could
turn the image of a saint into one of a
deviant - won't give it to them. 'The
desire for change is not the exclusive
property of conservative, white Republicans. Gingrich cites polls that show the
yearning for change extends across all •
racial. ethnic and political groups.
Gingrich is trying to raise $30 million in three weeks to see if he should
run for president. Whether he does, or
not, his ideas are worth considering.
They are precisely what the country
needs. Candidates should be willing to
talk about them and the rest of us
ought to pay attention. We might if we
are presented with something that actually works instead of the same old
snake oil, which never does.
Citizenship is not about what government can do for us, but what we
can do for ourselves. That is an old
model that increasingly looks like a
classic car. And it is far more attractive
and road-tested than the current government jalopy, which is ready for the
Junk heap.
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Obituaries
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Minnie Jewel Colson, 91, Murray, died Thursday. Sept.
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She was a member of Kirksey Baptist Church.
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House OKs stopgap bill to avoid shutdown
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Bush signs legislation overhauling drug safety
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Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car, Truck,
Van or SUV You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN
1-888-FAST-YES
Call Now

or Apply Online At

www.fastyes.com
— 24 HOURS A DAY
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Heritage Ball will feature the music
of The Grumpy Old Men on Oct. 27
Special to the Ledger
the Muria> Woman's Club
iii SoiUrfal. will present tor your
dancing arid listening pleasure
the Grumpy Old Men as lea lute entertainment at the Her•
itage H.14
s:Aurdo. Oct
27. at Ow Murray State Cni
versify Curtis Center ballroom
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go Kip !A Ith instrumentation it
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Ian away as Bowling Green.
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many professional tau bands
tim a period of OS et Si) sears
Ile
tie is t. Unrefiii,r the pianist with
Southern .141// allti .13//III'
well as %al) the Grumpy uld
Scott 11111C. a tutor ol south
ern California. is thc bassist with
the band Dille is the piano
and instrument technician at
inset sli!r lie 1•0. as

-

an original member of "Nickel Creek- whish features his
eldest son, Chits Ihile has
wide experreme performing
with bluegrass as welt as with
Jai/ ensembles
Dean Hughes is the drum
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Wesley Foundation plans event
Murray State Wesley Foundation will sponsor a tish fry on
Sunday from 4:15 to 5:45 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St.. Murray. Tickets, sold at the door for
dine-in only. will be a minimum donation of $6 for adult. $3
for child and $15 for family. All proceeds- will go to fund the
missions' outreach of students from the Wesley Foundation
campus ministry. The Fifth Sunday Rally, sponsored by Calloway County Cluster a United Methodist Churches will fellow at 6 p.m. in the church sanctuary for all interested. For
information call 759-8623.

Red Cross Blood Drive Saturday
Red Cross Blood Drive will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Lowe's parking area at 1400 Lowe's Dr., Murray.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Pictured are the members of the Grumpy Old Men group that will perform at the Murray
Woman s Club's Heritage Ball
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Rosemary (looney. Count
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their styles and tempos
range trom lush nanantic ballads. to moderate and hard swinging jitterbug to the intrigu
mg Latin rhythms ot sambas.
cha-chas, boleros and mambos
'Me esening will leature
selection• Iron; the past 100
ears (broken down by de.adei
In celebration 01 the Murray
Woman's
11)11
year
annisersary Each of the 10
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will be decorating three tables
with memorabilia from a pccut IC era.
Tickets for the Heritage Ball
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the Chamber of Commerce.
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Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Fish Fry at Palestine church
A Fish Fry by United Methodist Men of Palestine, Russell
Chapel and Olive United Methodist Churches will be Saturday
from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Palestine church. Donations will be
accepted. The Methodist Men is a non-profit organization io
help those in need. The public is invited.

Phebian class plans event
Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Garden Gate.

Main Street events Saturday
Murray Main Sired and Murray Art Guild will host "Art
on the Square- in conjunction with the Saturday Morning Market on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon. Along with artist demonstrations and an activities for kids, this year's event will ludo&
a review by Playhouse in the Park1e "High School' tutdritlir
cast and storytellers set to perform in ihe community room ot
the Miller .Annex

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 4 n the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Hallelujah Singers and Ivan Hodge. There is no admission charge.
hut items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Patnck Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-hound(iihotmail.com.

Writing portfolios available
Calloway County High School 2007 writing portfolios copies
(not onginals) are now being released. These documents may.
be picked up in room 308 at the school between 7:30 a.m.
and 9:30 am. no later than (ct. 4.

Almo class reunion Saturday
The Almo Hugh School graduating class of 1957 will hate
its 50-year reunion on Saturday at 6:14) p.m. at the home of
ha Mac Brown of Murray Reservation% are not necessary. All
class members arid spouses are insited. For more information
call 751-6513
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Democratic headquarters open
Calloway County Democratic Parts has opened its headquarters at 510 Main St.. Murray. The telephone number is
753-9418. Voters can pick up campaign materials. register to
vote and volunteer to support the Iknitx:ratic ticket in November. The hours will be from II a.m to ft p.m. Monday through
Fnday and from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday. For more information call Da',Id RAMC!, at 759-9905

Republicans open headquarters
Calloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
the building at NO South Fourth Si.. on the southwest corner
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m
to 5 pm.. Monday through Friday. For more information call
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.

An angel alert
has been issued
Center. Any one
Calloway County
•
waseenotwa contractor%
ocsoanaerits 04 St dr.-

A hospital bed is needed tor a local man in his apartment
Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 205-62143. I270-354-6064 or 1-270-205-6090.
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Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings
cas
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tor a standard size electric washer and dryer
by the Calloway County Family Resource
having these to donate is asked to call the
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Hospital bed is needed
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
751-8419 or 1-877-447-2(1114.

Angel Alert issued

Rebecca Wylkims t•-•
Clint -Stewart
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Audition matenal will he prosided each audition night.
'It's a Wonderful Life'runs
Ion a three weekend engagement. Thursdays to Sundays
1)ec 6 to 23.
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Based on the classic 1-rank
C'apra film and Phillip Van
()oren Stern short st4.4"!,. the .las
sic is the heart-warming saga
of George Hades. the 'esers man' ot Bedford halls whose
dreams of escape and ads en tune hate been tepeatedly
quashed by notions of family
obligation and civic duty
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men. Ill women. 2 to 4 young
hos% and 2 to 4 sitting girls
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loom The Diabetes Self-Man- and 1 to 2 p m for blood presagement Classes will be on sure, osteoporosis. vision and
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The Breast
Support
create a% alelle,. on the Lacs( Group will meet on Tuesday,
dialsetic treatments and self Oct. 21 from 6:111 to 7:30 p.m.
management techniques asail- in the center Classroom. For
able Fore 11101V information. more information. call Evelyn
or to sign up tor the classes. %dill% al 489-2462.
call 762-1)10f) or I X(104422the center will offenng free
1840. est 114041
.holesterol
screenings
on
The Stroke/Head linury Sup- Wednesday. Oct. 31 from 6 to
port Group will meet Thuts- 10 a.m. For more informaday. tXt 18 from
30 to tion you can contact the cen•14) pm in the center class- ter 762-1348.
room For more information.
For more information on pro.iintast Cheryl Crisikh at 762- grams or FREE screenings at
)557
the center, call 762-1348.
the center will otter tree
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Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday at 11:341 a.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
Presenting the program will be Irene
Erskine, co-chair of the state lesel insurance committee. She will share the !attest
information concerning the state of health
insurance for retired teachers.
This CCRTA is made up (If members
from the Murray Independent School System. the Calloway County School system
and Murray State Unisersity.
Janice Rose. president, encourages all
members, including first time attendees, to
attend.

Narcotics. Anonymous will meet
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Murray Alcoholics Anonymous hold% meeting at 615 South
12th St . in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank The regular wheduk is as follows Sunday. 4
pm . closed, no smoking. '2 & 12 Study; Monday. 6 p m
closed, no smoking, 8 pm open; Tuesday. A pm closed, no
smoking. Wednesday. II am closed, no smoking, ft p m .
closed. ladies meeting. 8 p m. smoking. Thursday. X pm open.
smoking: Enday. S p.m open. smoking. Friday. 8 p.m open,
smoking, new comers. Saturday. 14 p m open, smoking. speak
er meeting For information call Mitch at 751-9121. karmic ai
751-6197 or Chuck at 436-2552.
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Judge Elkins speaker at meeting
of local Genealogical Society
Calloway County Judge
Executive Larry Elkins was the
speaker at the September meeting of the Calloway County
Genealogical Society held at
the Calloway Coounty Public
Library.
The judge explained the pur, pose and duties of the board
to he appointed for the preservation and maintenance of
, cemeteries.
The society will meet Fn day. Oct. 5, at II a.m. at
Cemetery. Dennis
Asbury
Craford will discuss the mapping of the cemetery. Members may meet there.
Susan O'Neill will be at the
Public
County
Calloway
tions
direc
need
you
if
ry
Libra
or a ride. She will leave at
10:45 a.m. If you wish to ride
with Susan, call 767-9062.
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Commended Students
Danielle Pntchett, recently named as
Program.

Two Calloway County students
rship Program
named by Merit Schola
hett.
's Schol- grain to Elder and Pritc
Two Calloway County High
School seniors were named as
Commended Students in the
2008 National Merit Scholarship Program
They were Courtney Elder.
a member of the award-winning Laker Band color guard,
and the daughter of Rose and
Bill Elder. and Danielle Pritchett, who serves as editor in
chief of the Laker Review newspaper, and the daughter of
Margie and Danny Pritchett.
Both young women were
among the 10 Calloway County High School students to

attend the Governor
ars program last summer.
"We're very proud of these
outstanding students," commented Yvette Pyle, principal
of CCHS. "These commendations are a testament to their
hard work, the positive influence of their families, and to
the many teachers who have
encouraged them during their
years in the Calloway County
School System."
CCHS Principal Pyle has
presented letters of commendation from the school and the
National Merit Scholarship Pro-

Similar letters are presented to
only about 34,(XX) Commended Students throughout the
nation in recognition of their
exceptina! academic promise.
Although they will not continue in the 2008 competition
for National Merit Scholarships.
Commended Students placed
among the top five percent of
more than 1.4 million students
who entered the 2008 competition by taking the Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.
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MSU's cinema
showing
continues
Murray State University's
Cinema International program
continues tonight and Saturday with "Who Killed the Electric Car?" at 7:30 nightly in
the Curris Center theater.
The film is in English and
is rated PG.
Actor Martin Sheen narrates
this documentary directed by
Chris Paine. It explores the
lowdown on the demise of the
electric car, a case. Paine
believes, of the public good
undermined by corporate greed.
Paine researches the notion
that the circumstances surrounding the electric car might
be an indication that Americans' freedom to chose could
be one of the greatest illusions.
Students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to all Cinema International films. There is no charge
for admission.
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The baby weighed 6 pounds
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Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

Brand‘ Hambv k Derek Gordon
IuIw Pntchard & Damon Cohoon

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

lenniter Smith & losh Garland
k4eagan Hamilton k Brandon Kindle

rentiort

Patricia

GET ALL THREE WITH A
FREE DVR FOR ONLY

85
per month
for 12 months,
limit one dvr

AcfrvAtioN nist,mAtiou roc HW

AND FEES
giCE DOES NOT INCLUDE TAXES

DON'T NEED ALL 3 CALL FOR
OTHER GREAT DEALS!

)MY $9 9r1'
.1•ANF.)API) INISTAt. tiCnON(

CALL 1-866-395-7070
Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
ialist
Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Spec

A\Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
1
300 South 8th Street • Murray. KY 4207

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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2007 DODGE DAKOTA

2007 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN

OR

2007 DODGE RAM 1500
REGULAR AND QUAD CAB

'6,00

OR

iT

Aijo

ANE

GRAB LIFE
DODGE.COM/MIDWEST
111/11.1 VII

II) Set dealer for a copy of limited warranty and details. Non Transferable Not available on SRI. Sprinter, diesel vehicles and certain fleet vehicles 1210% APR
tw,am.mg tor 71 months $13 89 per month per $1 000 financed through Chrysler Financial for well-qualified buyers with 10% down. Not all buyers will qualify On
m ter. SRT models and certain fleet vehicles Must take delivery from dealer
Durango, Dakota and Grand Caravan only Excludes all other incentive offers. diesels.Spr,
stock by 10/1107 1310% APR financing for 60 months•$1667 per month per $1.000 financed through Chrysler Financial for well-qualified buyers with 10% down
Not all buyers will qualify Excludes SRI models Must take delivery from deafer stock by 10/1/07 1410% APR financing for 36 months•$27 78 per month per $1,000
financed through Chrysler Froartoal for well -Quaidied buyers with 10% down Not all buyers will qualify Excludes SRI models Must take delivery from dealer
strk k by 10/1/07 Chrystrw Financial is a division of Chrysler LLC
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

imo.aturrayledger.cons
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat. 9700 am
Sabbath School
Sat. 10.15 am

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayt1eid Highway, Heston, KY 42025
270-527-8002
Service
10700 a.m
Feet Day Services motet the Rector 262-X189

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10700 a m
Tuesday
6745 p.m
Thursday
6:45 pin

LONE OAK paugrrivE
ist Sunday
2.00 p m
3rd Sunday
2,00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00 pm
MOUNT BORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9730 cm.
Worship
1100 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p.m
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m

Being Thankful
For All Things

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7,00 p.in
Thursday Night
10700 a.m
Sunday Morning
7.00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

Several years ago, I recall talking
to some friends, and I mentioned
the terrible day that I was having. I
went

on

to

say

that

nothing

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10,00 cm.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

seemed to be going right and that

111111111111L1113 SF NM
HOPS HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study
7700 p.m

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

more behind in my work. One of

IlArrIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 a.m
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9-45 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a in
Morning Services
Evening Services
6700 p in
MOLTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6,30 p.m.
Sunday School
10700 am
11700 a.m
Worship Service
600 p.m
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.00 a.m
Worship
10:00 a m & 6 00 p m
100 pm
Discipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10-00 a in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1100 a in
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 .in. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 830 & 10:55 a.m. & 6 pin
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 cm.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9.30 am
Sunday School
10145 cm. & 6 p.m
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
';unday School
10 a in
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
HARDIN BAPTIST
800,9:15 & 1030 a.m.
Worship
Sun Schools 8:00, 9:15 & 1030 a.m.
6700 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p in
HAZEL BAPTIST
930 a.in
Sunday School
Worship
10.30 a m. & 6.30 p m
5 30 p.m
Church Training
7700 p in
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10.00 a in
Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00•in & 6 p.m
700 p m
Wednesday
KIIULSEY BAPTIST
11:00 cm
Morning Worship
530-7:30 p.m.
Awana
5,45 pm
Training Union
6730 p m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6700 p.m
Preaching
7-00 p.m
Wednesday Night
ucirniousz BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7.00 pin
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10-00 a.111
Sunday School
11 am &6 p.m
Morning Worship
7:00 p in
Wednesday Worship

as the day progressed I was getting
my friends said that I should pray
about this and thank God for my

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 cm.
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
6-00 p.m.
Church

daily problems. This struck me as

odd, because although I
-ikould be
was aware that w-e

kind of

thankful to God for all His many

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8745 a.m. & 11 a m & 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
9:30 a in
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
945
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-10
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 cm
Worship
11 a.m & 6
7 p.m
Wednesday
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10
Worship
11 a.m., 630 pm.
7 p in
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00
Worship Services
10
Ihacipleship Training
6
ST JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

blessings, I didn't realize that we
should also be thankful for our problems and difficult

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10 30 sin & 6 p.:.a
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 6pm
Worship
p in
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11
& 6 p.m.
Worship
7 firm.
Wednesday

CATIONIC
ST HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p.m.
Saturday Mass
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
600 p.m.
8 a.m. & 11 cin.
Sunday Masses
CIMIIMAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9.00 a.m.
Sunday School
1015 cm.
Worship Service
FELLOWSHIP
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
9.30 a.m.
Bible School
10.30 am
Worship
6-00 p.m
Evening Service

MCISIMI

MIMI
1030 •.in
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m.
7.30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday

OF CHRIST

=ONCE
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Bible School
9750 a in
Morning Worship
6.00 p in
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9730 a.m.
Bible School
11 .30 a m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
HARMONY MENNONTTE CHURCH
1 172 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 a in.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
730 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30 a m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training

MT. HEBRON
10 00 a.m
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 an:
Sunday School
11 00 an:
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 a rn
Worship
1100 a In
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9745 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45 a.m.
Morning Worship

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m
Sundays
700 pm
Wednesdays

situations. Later on, I was referring to the Bible and I
found the following verses: "give thanks in all circum-

Thessalonians
5:18)." And although I had read this verse before, this
time the words "all circumstances" really struck me.
And then, in Ephesians 5:20, I read that we should
always give thanks to God the Father for everything in
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.Surely it is not always
easy to be prayerful or thankful to God for everything,
especially when troubles or illnesses come our way;
however, accepting God's will for outlives reflects the
trust and love we have for Him.

stances, for this is God's will for you...(1

Be anxiousfor nothing, but in everything by prayer
and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests
be made known to God.

930 am
11 a in.

SUGAR CREEK
10 a m
Sunday School
Worships
11 a.m di 6 p m
7pm
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11 -00 a m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Evening
7-00 p.m
6:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 pin
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

MT CARMEL
1000 a.m
Worship
1100 am
Sunday School

New K.I.V. Philippians 4:6

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1400 Sycamore Si
Sundays
10.00 a m. & 5:00 p m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10-00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
1100 a ID
Sunday Morning
610 p.m
Wednesday Evening

1101111111111 WITNESSES

9730 a.m.
10:16 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

DEXTER
930 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10730 a m. & 6700 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Night.
8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Worship
7-00 p.m.
Mid-Week
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
1000 itra.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m.
(Sunday &'Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CIRTRCH OF CHRIST
10700 sun
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
600 p rn
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950 am & 6 pm
Worship
9 a in
Bible Classes
7pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a in
Bible Study
10700 a.m & 6 00 p m
Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m.. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10:15 a.m
Bible Study
7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10,50 am
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
900 a.m.
Rib& Classes
1000 a.m & 5:00 p.m.
Warship
WEST MURRAY
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

COMO OF ISSOS CMS?
OF WWI NISMITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 cm.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 cm.
Sunday School
12110 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1030 cm.
Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
500 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
Tuesday

111111,21111ENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10-30 a m
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11 00 am
FREEDOM HOUSE
10.00 a.in
Sunday School
11700 a.m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 am
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m

WAYIEEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service

11111,11111SM
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m.
Sunday School
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PICIFTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
Church
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
.2;92117.W7 .

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9730 a in
Public Talk
10730 a.m
Watchtower Study

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
500 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10:30 a m
Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6730 p.m.
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 pm.

METHODIST

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wed Bible Study

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
97013 a.m.
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Preaching

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun Night
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8750 a.m.
Worship Service
950 a.m.
Sunday School
DrITTER4IAJWIN UNITED
9700 a.m.
Contemporary Service
10700 a.m.
Bible Study
1100 a.m.
Regular Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
GOOD SHF.PHERD-UNTTED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a in
Sunday School
1000a m
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11 00 a in
Sunday School
9.45 a m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 .00 am
Morning Worship
PaRESEY UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
600 p in
Saturday Evening
10:30 am & 6 pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a in
aundaylikhassi& Worship
6 p m.
Evening Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.rn
Sunday Worship & Scrvice
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER...
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10750 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10•00 a in
Sunday School
1100-730 pm
Worship Service

pinaunryium
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.30 a in
Sunday School
1045 a in
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship Service

. LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 cm.
10745 a.m.
Church School

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10700 a in
Sunday School
1100 m.
Worship

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship Service

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11700 a.m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 630p in

UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11700 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Hileits

MERCURY
LINCOLN
701

I/i(s

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Murray Appliance
and TV
"Yosu- Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

It) the'
, rrseircittstsIs relit, ',tire/etProfessional Sound & Video

Thornton Tile and Marble
our showroom is Open

509 N 8th St

Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Murray

James
th•cr 3f) 1 curs 1 xperience!

753-7567

-.04 I hvstnut St. • 733-6656

C0111/11PAINIV

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1103 Stab Route 45 North

VICTOR'S
1301 MAIN ST. • MURRAN

612 S. 9Ih St.

753-5719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.

0

READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
4 kept the faith.
CHRYSLER•DODGE•JEEP 11
- 2 71mothy 4:7
1400 N. 1271t• MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

(270) 753-1918 • ww'w.murrayk'dgri urn

tat-.

/pes/4-4-

L

I

11.1111111.1h %.11,114. IL, Mills
I till %%Arrant%

/1 COWARD

h

SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here

To

Help Yours
1717W.aids•Murray•270453-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Tout h
MIS.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you,I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3

5.
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CliurchBulletins
And Shelly Harris is minister worship service. Charlie Rogers
and Zachary Underhill will
to preschool and children.
Grace Baptist Church: Bro. speak about "A Journey" with
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, scripture from Psalm 631-8 at
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. the 6 p.m worship service.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Leading the song service will
The ordinance of the Lord's be Todd Walker, associate minSupper will be observed Al the ister, at the morning service
evening service Henry Nance and Hayden Rogers at the
' evening service. Also assisting
is minister of music with Sher,
will be Garry Evans, involvery Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Gamson As accompa- ment minister. Nick Hutchens,
youth minister. Karl Snuth,
nists. Eddie Morns will give
the children's sermon and Bnan Rodney Lowe. Gene Roberts.
Steward is nunister of youth. Tommy Schroeder, Aaron ArmKailey Stone will sing at the strong, Daniel Walker. Roman
morning service. Assisting will Kelly, Ryan Kelly and George
be Charles Long, deacon of Garner. A short worship servthe week, and Walter Bell, ice will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
Corey Birdsong, Hat On and classes at 10:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Kerry Stone. ushers. Sunday
fll
School will be at 9:30 a.m. Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
Br1111k•
United
(impel
and prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m. speak about "The Office of
‘lethodist: RCN Jason Jones.
The church sponsors "Experi- Overseer...A Noble Task" with
pastor will speak About "Lis
encing Grace" on Sunday at 6 scnpture from / Timothy 3:1
tenon! to Jesus" with scripture
p.m on Radio WVIIM 90.5 FM, at the 10:30 a.m. 18th Sunday
hum /AIL. /6 /9 3/ at the II
Gkndide Road Church of after Pentecost worship serv.1 111 1.51.(s1111) WI% Ile ..411t1 Bob
Christ: John Dale, minister, ice. Holy Communion will be
\le sander as liturgist Congrewill speak about "0 Worship celebrated with Dvid Koelsch
vatitinal youth ss ill sers c as
the King!" with scnpture from AS elder. Sunday School and
acolstcs Eddie Kamsey will
John 419-26 at the 9 a.m. Adult Bible Class will be at
lead the music wall Rita Col.
9 a.m.
of
University
Church
Christ: Charley Baz2e11, minister, will speak about "Friend,
Your Sins Are Forgiven" with
scripture from Luke 5:17-26 at
the 10 a.m. worship service
and Richard Youngblood, minister, will speak abut —The
Promise of "Filling" with scripture from Matthew 5:6 at the
5 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday morning will be
Kim Alderdice, Vernon Gantt
and Bobby Bazzell. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth And
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about 'The Security and
Rest of Home" with scripture
from Psalm 91:1-6. 14-16 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus Is minister
of musk with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
Photo provided
Students teachers staff and parents gathered around the flag pole at Southwest Elementary as accompanists. The chancel
choir will sing "Song of GladWednesday to participate in the national "See You At Thr. Pole" prayer time
ness" and Lucas Hall will sing
"How Firm A Foundation."
Assisting will be Chuck Jones,
worship leader, Doug VanderMolen and Helen Campbell,
elders, and Divid Robinson.
Fran Miller, Tommy Durham,
Eric Roberts and Teresa Nixon.
diaconate
Goshen United Methodist:
The Re'. Mark Earheart, pastor, will speak about "The
Upside.down Kingdom" with
scripture from Lake /6:19.3/
have
released intormation ctincerning
.Ics 1111 the
their worship set,
timing weekend As 1411i11V,S
Bethel L nited Methodist:
He Jason Jones. pastor. will
speak about "Listening to Jesus"
with scripture from Luke /6 /9i/ at the 9- 10 a in worship
writer. with Bobby Rowland
Congregational
liturgist
JS
.11.01ytel
youth will SCINC
olle v. ill lead the
A!thile)
mums with 1451/111.1 Rov.land
as pianist Children's time will
he directed by Shane Burkeen
and Butch and Cody Young
will seise As greeters Sunday
schtsil with Gary Is an'. is
,opeimiendent will he at 10:10
VA:It/US

c. hurchr.

vet. JalleCII Burkeen. Hansel
Keith and Eugene Dick as
accompanists. Children's time
will be directed by Beth Morehead Marcia Crick will serve
As greeter Sunday School with
Joel Jackson as superintendent
J rn
will he J1
Westside Baptist: Res.
Glynn M Orr, pastor. will
speak about "The Greatest
Church: The One Jesus Is Building" with scripture from
Alarrhevi /6. /649 at the 10:30
:LIM worship service and about
"The First Church that Jesus
Built- with the scripture from
the hook ol Ails at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Tommy Scott
is minister of music. The choir
will sing "Love Divine" with
Adam Scott as soloist and
tommy Hoke will have special music J1 the morning service And J inini-concen by "Two
His Glory" at the evening service. Assisting will he Larry
Dickerson And John Yez.erski,
deacons ol the week. Sunday
School will he at 930 A.m. 1Has Manley is minister to youth

RALLY AROUND THE FLAG POLE

. Glendale Road Church of Christ
would like to invite you to join us
every Monday evening at 9:00 for
our broadcast of "It is Written".

4t5

"it is Written" is a program aimed at

helping us all tint! solutions to daily
challenges _from a biblical perspective.
Lessons are presented by our pulpit
minister, John Dale, in a lessformal
"Sunday school" environment.

"It is Written" airs every
Monday evening at 9:00:
New Wave Communications,
Channel 19

lt

Murray Electric System,
Channel 15
MediaCom, Channel 8
Please join us for a message of

hope and optimism.

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST

at the 9 A.M. worship service
with Tim Chancy AS pastor's
assistant. Nicholas Brunn and
Teel& Ethendge will serve a.s
acolytes. Children's church will
be directed by Donna Maynard. The choir, directed by
April Arnold, will sing "Sing
with Joy" with Renee Doyle,
Pat Brunn and Carla Halkias
as accompanists. Jo Lovett and
Steve Sexton will serve as
greeters. Sunday School with
Bob West as superintendent
will be at 10:15 a.m. in the
family fellowship center. The
Sunday night Bible Study and
Goshen-Kirksey youth groups
have been canceled so everyone can attend the Calloway
County Cluster of United
Methodist Churches at First
UMC, Murray at 6 p.m.
Pleasant Grove
North
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "A Certain
Beggar" with scnpture from
Lake 16:19-31 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Carrune Cain
will direct the music with Margaret Nell Boyd as accompanist Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Jamie Hughes, associate pastor, will speak about "By Faith
- Giving It Up" with scripture
from Genesis 12:1-4 at the
8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services. The Fifth Sunday Night
Singing will be at 6 p.m. with
a fellowship meal to follow. Dee
and Kathy Lipford will lead
the worship services with Hazel
Brandon, Susan Reynolds, Dee
Lipford and Carol Kelly as
accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns. pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Assisting will be Bill Dale.
deacon of the week, and Ron
James, Sunday School director. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Pastor Alan Troll
will speak about "God, Where
Are You" with scripture from
Judges 16:20-21 and Mark
14:38 at the II a.m. worship
service. Frank Coles is worship leader with Sharon Myatt,
organist. and Karen Coles.
pianist. The choir chorus will
sing "Fill My Cup Lord."
Jimmy Myatt is lay leader. Jennie Dickerson, youth director,
will be mtnistenng to the youth.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Youth Night will be
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.

YOU ARE INVITED!
Hull Church it Christ

HOONCOMI116
September 30, 200/
Bill Johnson, Speaker
fellesskip Meal fondled
Afternoon Worship 1 111 pm
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609fl RION aid
CRIRP1I1611 FOR CHRIST
October 1-3. 2001
David Williams. Speaker
1:00 p.m. nightly
for Mere Information call
159-4218 or 491-8424

r REVIVAL
SCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
iN116vt1 611 Noel 1 wit atoll of If/ Stew, ItsItsal

Tim Cole, Evangelist
Kevin Crawford, Music Evangelist
(Loft of Good Mom HO firma)

1101(dendale Rd. • Murray

September 30 - October 3

270-753-3714

Sunday 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m. Nightly

For additional information visit our website at:
www.glendalcroadchurch.org

L.
*10%*

Yeti Aro Weleine Ts Worship!!

for wore infirmities outset Bre. Jolla Beeline
it 227-6675.

Hazel United Methodist:
Pastor Alan Troll will speak
from the book of Judges at
the 9:45 am. worship service.
J.W. Jones is lay leader and
Toni Jones s organist. Juliana
Nance will bring the children's
sermon. Special music will be
provided. Sunday School will
be at II a.m. Clean up day
will be Monday at 10 a.m. as
the church prepares for the
upcoming Hazel Day.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Rev. Darrel Young, pastor, will be continuing the series
of sermons titled "Successful
Christian Living" at the 11
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
services. Wesley Young will be
in charge of praise and worship with special singing by
the Calvary Choir. Bible Study
and youth groups will be at 7
p.m. Wednesday.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about "Hard
Lessons To Learn" with scnptune from Luke 16:19-31 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Todd E. Hill is choir director with Lee Kern as pianist.
The anthem will be "I Will
Live My Thanks" with Cassandra Fisher-Flaheny playing
the flute. Sam McNeely will
be liturgist and Donald Fleming, Ralph Pittman, Rosemary
Moore and Jean Lindsey will
be ushers, Sunday School will:
be at 9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor,
will speak about "The Power
of Music and Song" with scripture from Psalm 95 at the early
light worship service at 8:45
a.m. and the traditional worship service at II a.m. Dr.
Pam Wurgler is minister of
music with Joan Bowker as
organist. The Handbell Choir
will play "Come. Christians Join
to Sing" and the chancel choir
will sing "A Jubilant Song"
Mark
by
accompanied
Woodring and Zach Kingins,
trumpets, and Shaun Saulsberry and Autumn Lowe, trombonists, and "Sanctus" with
Randal Black, tenor, at the second service. The Praise Team
will led the music at the first
service. Kristen Shepard will
give the children's message at
both services. Acolytes will be
Nicholas Alexander and Laiken
Balmer with Dana Alexander
as acolyte parent. Worship leaders will be Marcia Kocnecke
at the early service and Jim
Stahler at the second service.
The previous week's worship
service will be televised on
NewWave Channel 19 at 11 a.m.
and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor. will speak about
"Who Cares. When the World'
Has Me Beaten Down" at the
8:30 and 10:50 a.m worship
services. Jeannie Saylor will
give the children's sermon at 4
both services. Mike Crook is I
associate pastor of music with
Margaret Wilkins and LISA Ray
as accompanists. Eleanor Spry :4
will sing a solo, "God Loves
You" at the early service and •
with the sanctuary choir at the
second service. Assisting will
be Joe Rowland and Wesley
Calvert, deacons of the week.
and Lance Allison and Tom Carruthers. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m.. AWANA at 5
p.m., worship at 6 p.m. and •
University Worship at 8 p.m.
in The Net building.
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Memorial Gospel Music Concert will be Saturday
The second annual Dale Jones Memonal Gospel Music Concert will be Saturday at 5 p.m. in the amphitheater of Central
Park. Arcadia Drive, Murray.
• Featured singing groups will be Two His Glory from Shelbyville. Tenn.; The Pullen family from Wyatt, Mo.; The Farmers from Symsonia; and For Heaven's Sake of Murray.
This is being sponsored by many area businesses as a community event. Concessions will be available for purchase.
For more information call 227-0611.

Emmanuel Baptists
plans fellowship day
Emmanuel Baptist Church, located on Ky. 121 Bypass, Murray. will have special events on Sunday.
• Bro. Terry Wilson. pastor, will speak at the II a.m. worship service.
The Fifth Sunday Singing service will be at 2 p.m. instead
of 6 p.m.
Singing will be provided by the church choir, congregation
those of the membership who have volunteered to sing
,pecial songs.
The public is invited to attend.

Rozzell Chapel will celebrate
its 130th anniversary Sunday
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Rozzell Chapel Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 1258 Rozzell Church Rd., Mayfield, will have its
130th anniversary celebration on Sunday.
, Longtime Church members will receive special recognition
on this day.
The church was established in 1877 as part of the Obion
Presbytery, then in 1882 became a part of the newly organized Mayfield Presbytery.
Holding the; current record of oldest membership with 61
years will be James 0. (Sonny) Clapp who joined Aug. 4,
1946. Chester Jackson, 86, the oldest member, and Evelyn
Waggoner will both be celebrating 60 years of membership.
The old church building was replaced with the present building with the first service held on Aug. 28. 1949, with Rev.
Milton Clapp as pastor.

In Our

CHURCHES
Pastor Fred Fail and the 130th committee invite the public
to attend this special celebration. For information call Lida
Clapp, committee chairman, at 1-270-247-7252.

Hazel Church of Christ plans
homecoming, gospel meeting
Hazel Church of Christ will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday.
Bill Johnson will be the speaker for the 9:50 a.m. and 1
p.m. worship services.
A fellowship meal will be furnished and the public is invited.
Beginning Monday and continuing through Wednesday, David
Williams will be the speaker at the gospel meeting and Campaign for Christ. Services will be at 7 p.m. nightly.
For more information all 759-4218 or 492-8424.

Scotts Grove Baptists
will hear Cole speak
Scotts Grove Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday and continuing through Wednesday.
Bro. Tim Cole, director of missions for Blood River Baptist Association, will be the speaker at the services at 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
Kevin Crawford will be the music evangelist for the services.
Pastor John Denham invites the public to attend the services. For more information call 227-6675.

Cherry Corner will
hear Bro. Duff speak
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have revival services
starting Sunday and continuing through Wednesday.
Bro. Mike Duff, evangelist, will be the speaker for the serv-

What would Jesus say - Pride: A hindrance or a blessing?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ

1.

Question: As a child, I
was taught that pride is a
iirtue. But in my experience pride has often been
more of a hindrance than
a blessing. What would
Jesus say about pride?
Answer: For a long time
I have found it interesting
that the Bible says so many
negative things about pride
(over sixty verses), yet many
ClAgimitA tlaink of pride,
a 'W7gficktful vinue. We. -hear
talk about taking pride in '
work, home, country or fam4. Many appeal to pride
as a motive for giving our
best efforts. However. Jesus
and the Bible present humility', not pne. as an important
trkit of kodliness.
Although our dictionary
hefines pride as a positive
trait related to self-esteem
and personal satisfaction, far
too often the line between
tbis and having too high an
opinion of one's self is
hfurred. The problem may
not be with the way we
define or use the word but
the attitude that comes from
it Because pnde centers on

the self, it tend toward selfishness. Pride can cause even
the best of us to become
overconfident in self and too
independent. Pride has led
some people to go to
extremes to prove they can
go it alone. I've often
heard individuals say, "I
guess we have too much
pride, but our family doesn't
accept charity."
On the other hand, humility allows us to give and
receive help graciously. A
person of humility is easier
to work with, and he is
willing to follow the leadership of others. While pride
tends to look down on those
who are different from us,
humility rejoices in and
enjoys the abilities and successes of others. Humility
knows the joy of forgiveness
that comes from admitting
our mistakes. The proud
person is unhappy because
his "pride" is oft' offended.
However, a person of humility graciously considers others
and their counsel without
feeling himself to be infenor.
Consider what the Bible

says. Concerning pride of
position. Jesus said, "For
whoever exalts himself will
be humbled, and whoever
humbles himself will be
exalted" (Matthew 23:12
NIV). The apostle Paul
wrote: "Your attitude should
be the same as that of
Christ Jesus: Who, being in
very nature God, did not
consider equality with God
something to be grasped, but
made 'himself nothing, taking
the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness. And being found in
appearance as a man, he
humbled himself and became
obedient to death-- even
death on a cross!" (Philippians 2:5-8). The brother of
Jesus wrote, "God opposes
the proud but gives grace to
the humble" (James 4:6 N1V;
cf. Proverbs 8:13; 15:25;
16:5, 18, 19).
Instead of pride, I believe
Jesus would suggest that we
have a spint of humility
which is more concerned for
others than self. That spirit
of humility does not center
on one's own abilities and

(
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church

accomplishments but on living in thankfulness for God's
blessings. In gratitude to
God for giving me life and
health, I seek to do my best
to care for and properly use
those blessings. Instead of
being proud, why not be
thankful.
I am sure that much more
can be said about this subject; but in light of what
Jesus did and said, I pray
that more of us will "swallow our pride" and give ourselves in humble and grateful service to Jesus Christ
and one another.

ices at 11 d.M. and 6 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through
Wednesday.
A dinner will be served following the Sunday morning worship service.
The church is located at 850 Cherry Corner Rd., of Ky. 121 7
South, Murray.
The public is invited to attend. For more information call
759-4489.

Blood River Baptists plan
homecoming revival
Blood River Baptist Church will have a homecoming revival
starting next Thursday and continuing through Saturday.
Bro. Sammy Cunningham, pastor of Grace Baptist Church.
Murray, will be the speaker on Thursday at 7 p.m. and the
homecoming night on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Bro. Tony Joyce will be the speaker at the youth night on
Friday.
A potluck meal will be served at 6 p.m. on Saturday pnor
to the worship service.
The church is located five miles from New Concord on Ky.
444. The public is invited.

Fifth Sunday Rally will be
held at Murray church
The United Methodist Churches of Calloway County (Cluster) will hold its Fifth Sunday Rally on Sunday at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A fellowship potluck will not be served as u;tial, but will
be participating in the fish fry to benefit the Wesley Foundation prior to the Cluster meeting.
The Murray State Wesley Foundation will be serving the
fish dinner from 4:15 to 5:45 p.m. with a minimum donation
of $6 for adult, $3 for child, and $15 for family. This will be
dine-in only and tickets will be available at the door.
All proceeds will go to fund the mission outreach of the
students at the foundation.
For information call 759-8623.

r REVIVAL
CHERRY CORNER
BAPTIST CHURCH
September 30 October 3
Sunday - 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Dinner following morning service
Monday through Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

Bro. Mike Duff, Evangelist
850 Cherry Corner Road
Call 759-4489 for more information

PREREGISTRATION REQUIRED

Dawn Hall
"The Cookbook Lady"
Dawn will be sharing with us her life testimony
and also share on healthy cooking, fitness, the love
of God, the miracles of God and BEING THE BEST
YOU CAN BE
Entrepreneur of Cozy Homestead Publishing. She
self-published her first cookbook in 1996 to raise
money for her husband's brain cancer treatment and
since then has sold over 1,000,000 copies.

Schedule Events October 2007
10th Youth Group
21st Fall Festival St Fish Fry.at Tim & Cassidy Palmer's Farm

6:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Games for all ages, Hayrides, 'Ye Music. For more info call Ttm at 489-2371

6:00 p.m.

24th Youth Group

Weekly Services
8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
7:15 p.m.

Early Fellowship Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir
Wednesday Fellowship Meal
Wednesday Bible Study

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Worship!
"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

- Selected "Top 20 Under the Age of 40" Leaders hi
Northwest Ohio.
- She's been on The Food Channel, 700 Club, Woman to
Woman, Good Morning Saturday A.M., Life Today with
James Robison, and national news programs for affiliates of ABC, NBC, CBS, and CBN.

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

- Recipient of the 2001 Community Service Award
,of Dawn's profits go to an inner-city children's out- 10'7
reach program called "Solid Rock".

1
• City /State /
1
Day Phone Number:
I Evening Phone Number
(Please include check or money order made payable to First Place with your Registration Form
I Please copy this form as needed for each person to register.)
1
I ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
I There will be a time to Praise, Pray and Play on Friday night November 2, at 7:00 p.m

I Will attend Friday night

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
E-mail: cw1g-umaisetzervmet
Parsonage: 489-2.371
www.gbgrnumc.orWlynngrove
Website:
t

L

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Early Regisisatice
Registration O_..

‘Vill not attend Friday night

Murray Ledger & Time,
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Photos by Tom Berry/Murray Ledger & Times

Woody, the Kentucky Wiener, the one in
the fancy blue goggles at lower left, is
show with Murray artist and writer Leigh
Anne Florence during a visit to the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday
night. Florence, Woody, and book series
artist, James Asher, top photos, took the
time to take some pictures with children
interested in Florence new newspaper
series,"Mr. Do$rwood Goes to Washington"
concerning the importance of reading and
civic literacy. Florence and Asher were surrounded by children that wanted their auto;
graph or wanted to pet Woody and his sister, Chloe. Meanwhile, Florence's husband,
Ron, sits nearby holdin Chloe, right, and,;
Frannie, left; another miniature dachshund f.
owned by the family that provides "security" for his canine siblings.
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Convenient location with easy parking
Modern Facility with the latest technology
Expanded services all in one location
Caring, Compassionate, & Personal Care

\OIL a)IA
GH
PITTSBUR
PIPTTASIBNUTSH
Available at:

34 lib
.
4"2616

Kashway Building!
Materials

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

Primary it
ik
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
An6h Pro.try • htiovlsol Uftlarifa•'liehmtn• • (11.40,04

1642 US Hwy.641 N.
Benton, KY
,Jusl berweer &WWI and Draffenvole

270-527-1466

Color confidence.
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Introducing trial-size paints from Pittsburgh
Our new Voice of Color- system includes:
• A oathwar 10411m.over YOUr Iler•Ondll •010
( Mem'
•9 orrwonalinu bawd I larmooy Color Colk% non,
•:tit 'nal wee Naas "aslahle in all 260 Harmony (n4nra
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6.411 Speedhide

,

$80"
Receive an additional

10% OFF
when you bring this ad
into the store.

MI*

Accepting New Patients...isr
1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
270.759.9200

SPORTS

FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 28, 2007

SECTION B
e-mail: sportsemm-ray1edger.c01

RACER GOLF

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

MSU Invitational good for experience
LINKSTERS GET
'TOURNAMENT EXPERIEENCE9
ON HOME COURSE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The Murray State men's golf team is set to host
its annual tournament for the fourth straight year,
beginning Monday at Miller Memorial Golf Course
on Highway 94 East:
And the Racers are 4-0 in their own tournament.
Entenng his sixth season as the Racers' coach,
Eddie Hunt revealed the 10-team field for the
Murray State Invitational earlier in the week and
said that one of the keys to having a tournament like
it is the ability to stay at home and build some confidence.
"This gives me a chalice to play all my players,"
said Hunt. "Normally, I would only take five or six

players on a trip, but the beauty of having your own
tournament is I can get all my guys
involved and help them get some
lournatnene experience."
Along with two squads split by
Murray State, University of
Tennessee-Martin, Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech, Lewis University,
Chicago State, Union University,
Kentucky Wesleyan College and
Morehead State will all take part in
the two-day tournament.
Making up the Racer Blue Team, which is Hunt's
first team, will be Marshall County native and
University of Louisville transfer Nick Newcomb.
Newcomb, a sophomore, has a stroke average of
71.17 through four tournaments this year.
Others involved on the Blue Team include Jerry
Price (senior, 72.30), Jared Wolfe (sophomore,
72.30), Mitchell Moore (junior, 73.40) and Cameron
Carrico (freshman, 73.80).

Mummy STATE Utevorsrn
Ilimumowa.
When: Monday & Tuesday
Where: Miller Memorial GoN Cows.
Time: Shotgun stgul 8 a m Monday
Shotgun start 8 30 a m Tuesday

Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

Laws University
Chicago Stale
Union University
Kentucky Wesleyan

The Gold Team. Hunt's second team, includes
Chris Griffin, Mark Brant, Hunter Ford, Garrett Veal
and Kyle Landrum.
Action will get underway Monday with a shotgun
start at 8 a.m. A total of 36 holes will be played on
Monday.
A final round of 18 holes will be played on
Tuesday with a shotgun start beginning at 8:30 a.m.

KHSAA STATE GOLF TOURNAMENT

I

•
•

Fit To
Be Tied
DISTRICT RIVALS
PLAY TO 1-1 TIE
Staff Report
The Lady Tiger soccer team gave
Marshall County all they wanted Thursday
night in Draffenville and came away with a
1-1 tie in what head coach Mickey
McCuiston called one of the best-played
matches of the season.
The tie assured the Lady Tigers (10-3-4)
of a first-place tie with Marshall County
(12-5-1)in the Second District. Seeding for
the district tournament will be determined
Friday at the district meeting in Mayfield.
The Lady Tigers rebounded from a 6-1
loss at the hands of the Lady Marshals on
Sept. 11 in Murray with a strong defensive
effort led by defenders Hayley Wright,
Sarah Crouch, Laken Peal, Morgan Steiner
and goalkeeper Carly Mathis. Mathis had
10 saves for the evening as Marshall
County outshot the Lady Tigers 10-6.
Marshall got on the board first on a goal
by Margaret Thomas on a breakaway at the
23:00-minute mark in the first half.
Goalkeeper Carly Mathis attempted to
make the save, but the ball glanced off her
hand and across the goal line. 'The Lady
Tigers fought back and Sydney Smith tied
the game 10 minutes late off an assist by
Wright.
Both teams engaged in a 40-minute
defensive battle in the second half as neither team could find the back of the net.
The Lady Tigers next line up against
Lone Oak on Monday in Lone Oak.

Hats off
AbHines
TIGERS RECOVER
FROM TUESDAY
NIGHT DISTRICT LOSS

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Paniel Harper. an 8th grader at Calloway County Middle School qualified for the state golf tournament this past week when he snot a 70 during the
Pegional Golf Tournament Tuesday at Mayfield Country Club. Harper advances to Tuesday's state tournament in Bowling Green.

gtaring Down The Competition
HARPER DOESN'T FEEL NERVES THAT COME WITH PLAYING ON TOURNAMENT'S GRAND STAGE
know I have plenty of time left
Sly TOMMY DILLARD
in my high school golf career. I
sports Writer
alloway County golfer made the best of it and focused
Daniel Harper didn't get on my game and I figured if it
was meant to be it would come."
the memo.
A composed Harper sank an
He didn't get the message
at an eighth-grader playing 8-foot putt on the first playoff
ith the best high schoolers in hole to win his way to state,
est Kentucky at Tuesday's becoming the first Calloway
first Region Tournament might boys' golfer to escape the region
aliould feel a little nervous and tournament since Josh Burks in
2001.
fitimidated.
How did his teammates react
: Instead. Harper played a cool
and collected 18 holes and when Harper's putt found the
Soared past his older opponents hole?
"A couple of guys. they were
gi finish fifth at the tournament,
aeki at Mayfield/Graves County freaking out," he said. "They
congratulated me and I couldn't
Country Club.
: His focused game at region- have done it without them."
Along with the support of his
als earned him a trip to the
tHSA A State Tournament, held teammates, Harper employed a
flondav through Wednesday of Tiger-like focus head coach
test week at Bowling Green Steve Smith said has become
characteristic of his game.
Country Club.
Harper called Woods one of
; Monday is a scheduled practiced day at Bowling Green, has golf idols not because of his
ile the tournament will be winning record but because of
his focused attention to his
Id Tuesday and Wednesday.
Harper shot a 70. a good six game.
just
very
"(Daniel's)
better than his average, to
the Lakers to a fifth-place focused," Smith said. '1 thought
finish in the field of 18. He it was interesting what he said
eyed his game without batting about Tiger. That tells you a lot
eyelash to the pressure felt by about him."
Focus isn't the only thing
y juniors and seniors at the
t and calmly won his Harper's got going for him His
y into a four-man playoff for consistency on the course and
remaining state event understanding of the game seem
to he far beyond his years
He takes more pride in his
Pressure?
"I never felt nervous," he chipping and putting game than
id "I'm an eighth-grader and I

•See SOCCER,4I3

PREP VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers
come up short
against Heath
HARD-FOUGHT GAME
GOES TO LADY PIRATES

1s

•Soo HARPER, 443

Staff Report
The Murray Tigers recovered from
Tuesday night's loss by drubbing Hickman
County on Thursday, 8-0.
Matt Hines scored a hat trick to lead the
Tigers (10-5-1) and Murray outshot
Hickman (2-8-2) 2.5-6.
The Tigers opened up with a flurry of
scoring early in the first half, getting goals
from Bobby Puckett at the 38-minute
mark, Jordan Benton at the 35-minute
mark and Hines at the 3I-minute mark.
The Tigers would increase their lead to
five before halftime, getting two more
goals from Hines at the 19-and-15-minute

MICHAEL DANN 'Ledger & Times

Daniel Harper is a cool and collected golfer and focused according to head coach
Steve Smith Harper said he won't feel any pressure when he tees it up next week
at the state golf tournament.

Staff Report
The Laker volleyball team came up
short in a hard-fought, three-game match at
Heath Thursday night.
Calloway (10-10) got off to a good start
against the Pirates (14-10), winning the
first game 25-18, but went on to drop the
second and third, 25-22 and 25-21. Lexie
Watson led the Lakers with 10 points and
three kills and Allie Thompson contributed
nine points and two assists.
Katlynn Knight had nine points and
three kills and Britnee Deitz made four
points. Teala Penick dished out eight assists
and scored three points and a kill. Kristen
Phillips rounded out the Laker scorers with
three points and three kills.
The junior varsity squad came up on the
winning side in two games, beating Heath
21-10 and 21-19. Haley Edwards and
Katlynn Knight led Lhe JV with seven
points each. Knight also contributed five
kills and an ace.
Nisa Dunn scored five points and gave
out two assists and Bntnee Deitz had a
point, four assists and a kill.
Cydney Clere contributed a point and
Katie Bazzell dished out an assist.
The takers will hit the hardwood again
Monday when they host Graves County.
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Racer Football'07
GAME 5: MURRAY STATE VS. JACKSONVILLE STATE
Saturday, Sept. 29 • 3 p.m. • Roy Stewart Stadium

Crowe's Anatomy

OVC Standings
Gric
Imam linos
Eater. Karilucky
Sarnked
Terrorless Seale
Ausbn Peey
Tennessee Tech
Jacksorralle Slate
Murray Stale
Southeast lifteilouti
Veronese,* Marto

Al

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

0-1
0-1
0-1

2-2
2-2
3-1
2-2
3-1
1-1
1-3
1.3
2-2
0-4

o opviiii s,

JSU

HEAD COACH TAKES
DOCTOR-LIKE APPROACH TO
DIAGNOSING TEAM PROBLEMS

Thursday s Score.
Tenn leo, Ii Tenn Mane, to
Belisegiefe Rensee
2p m
Eastem itv vs Samford
2p m
Tenn Stela rs kinds AMA
3 p rn
Murray Stare vs Jacksonville Si
Gardner Webb vs Ausen Posy 5 30 p m
6p m
•SI MO vs astern Minors
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Tns lop 25
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Is there a doctor in the house
Jack Crowe doesn't claim to he one, nor
did he stay at a Holiday Inn Express last
night. but the eighth-year head coach at
Jackson% ille State talked like one Tuesday in
the (thio Valley Conference Teleconference
"Anybody can tell you that you have cancer when you've already got cancer. But a
good doctor will diagnose the disease in the
early stages when you can still do something
about it
That assessment is 'the hest way Crowe
Lan sum up the past four games and his
young and inexperienced tiamecock crew as
they prepare to invade Roy Stewiut Stadium
Saturday for a 3 pm kickoff with Murray
State.
Jacksonville State strifld_s at 1-3 overall
and 0-1 in the OVC Ironically the Racers
stand the same
Most recently, the Gamecocks lost to
Eastern Kentucky in Jacksonville last
Saturday 11-2(1, where JSU allowed two
kickoff returns for a touchdown against the
Colonels, is long run for a touchdoXvn and
two long passes at a critical time in the
fourth quarter
The medical-talk continued for Crowe
"We got to work on kickoff returns. A
good doctor would have identified what the
problem was and solved it before we got
exposed like that
Crowe who says that he has seven new
PlaYefs on the offense and the same on
defense is still trying to bring his youthful
bunch up to speed, hut alter four games. the
head coach said they 're past the point of
developing players
'Right now, our football teem has not
found the winning combination We've had
different elects In our tram that have been
strengths and weaknesses at different points
in the season I think we have iniproved in
some area s
"I think we have to look at coaching the

Focus ON
JACKSONVILLE

STATE

Jack Crowe
players we've got and then we'll look at our
consistencies and inconsistencies. The reality is after these last four games we have to
adjust our coaching to what our situation is."
Matt Griffin can relate to Crowe in more
ways than one, especially when it comes to
addressing the youth issue. The Racers only
win of the season came against NAIA
1..4mhuth. while ;SU.% only win is against
Chattanooga
Both coaches have expressed how
"coachable" their respective team is and tor
Griffin. the GAMCCOCkb will be a task come
Saturday. its will everyone from here on out
"To he honest, we have to conic out and
play mistake free.- Griffin said "That's key

Subscribe today and start getting the
area's most comprehensive news
coverage. From a focus on fine arts
to the latest sports reports and
everything in between, we bring you
all the news that matters to you.

•

Lome Saturday. Our calling card is play hard
for 60 minutes and we play physical. Those
are things, as coaches, we can control. The
other thing is assignments and smart foothall.From Crowe's standpoint he has "great
respect- for Gnffin and the job he's doing
with the Racers' youth.
"I can look and see the youth Matt is
playing with, why he's playing them and
how niuch better they're getting as they
play.'fiat's going to make an extreme challenge. hut I do think to some degree. if we
are playing in ourselves and our own abilities and not give up the big plays. I like our
chances"

OM Record: Dating back to the 2003
season i when Jacksonville Stale toned
the Ohio Valley Conference) JSU and
Eastern Kentucky have compiled the best
record among OVC teams with an identical 25-8 record
History In The Making: Jacksonville
State was involved in a small piece of
NCAA history during as game at Memphis
on Sept 15 During the game Sarah
Thomas served as one of the officials;
marking the first time a woman had been
an official in a Drvision I football game:
Martin is a member ol Conterence USA s
oisicsatino Crew JSU has been involved in
otter firsts for women at the Division I
level as Ashley Martin became the first
female to score in a Division I football
game in 2001 when she kicked three
72-10 win ove(
extra pants in the earnst
Cumberland
Getting 14Is Kicks: Its riot rare to see a
kicker made a big difference in a game in
kicking a game-winning held goal In the
case of Jacksonville Stale iunior locker
Gavin Halltord he has put his learn on his
back or his fool) the first two weeks of the
year In week one Hallford set a JSU
record for field goats in a game (41 anti
pants stored by a Wiwi' in a game 1 1 3/
in a loss to Alabama Stale A week late
against Chattanooga Halltord tied his
held goal mark 141 and broke his points
record (14) Haltford has been named
OVC Specialist of the Week twice this
SeatIOn and is second nabona(iy in tired
•
goals:game (2 50)
Record Breaking: Jacksonville Stale hag
been forcing turnovers at a high-rate Mrs
season and made norse wan returning
interceptions lor touchdowns Dating back
to the final two games 04 last season. JSU
had intercepted a pass and returned 4 lol
a touchdown in tow consecutive gamin:
a rnank that is believed lo be an OVO
record i E IU had three straight comas in
2005) and most-tikeiy an nicaa record To
end last season it was Craig Agee NOV(
11 vs Samford) and Kenny Brown (Nov
18 vs Eastern Illinois) who returned picks
kw scores and vi 2007 4 was been Li
Meath (Sept 1 vs Atabarna 51.1e1 Sir
Drew
Robinson
'
(Set,
vs
8
Chattanooga) The steak came to an end
at Memphis on Sept 15 as the
Gamecocks did not intercept a pass in the
35-14 loss
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Attention
Football Fans!
Look for our
Football Preview Pages
the day before each home game.
Pages w711 be published as follows

Oct 18- Hopkins Central
Nov 1 - Graves Co

Hwy. 641 S. • Bel-Air Center • Murray

gni

Mai

Oct 4 - Fulton CAV

Oct 12 Eastern minas

*0 18 liebdterci

Oct 26 - Easton Keitudiv
Nov

16
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

1

1.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East DiVille0f1
W
L Pct GB
—
y•Boston
94 65 591
,y-New York
92 67 579
2
'Toronto
81 78 509
13
Baltimore
26
68 91 428
Tampa Bay
65 9.4 409
29
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
x -Cleveland
94 65 591
Detroit
7
87 72 547
78 81 491
16
Minnesota
24
70 89 440
Chicago
68 91 428
26
Kansas City
West Division
•
W
L Pct GB
s-los Angeles
92 67 579
7
Seattle
85 74 535
17
Texas
75 84 472
17
Oakland
75 84 472
4-clinched division
y-clinched playoff spot
Thursday's Games
Minnesota 5. Boston 4
Baltimore 8. Toronto 5
N Y Yankees 3, Tampa Bay I
Chicago White Sox 10 Kansas City 0
Seattle 4 Cleveland 2
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Boston 605 p.m.
NY Yankees at Baltimore, 6.05 p m
Tampa Bay at Toronto. 607 pm
Cleveland at Kansas City, 7 10 p m
Detroit at Chicago White Sox. 7.11
pm
Texas at Seattle 9 05 p m
A Angels at Oakland, 9 05 p m
Saturday's Games
Tampa Bay (Jackson 5-15) at Toronto
(Lrtsch 7-91. 12 07 p m
LA Angels (Escobar 17-7) at Oakland
(Braden 1-81. 3.05 p m
Minnesota (Silva 13-14) at Boston
IWakefield 16-12), 6 05 p m.
Detroit (Verlander 18-6) at Chicago
White Sox (G Floyd 1-5), 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (Penal° 14-9) at
Baltimore ID Cabrera 9-171, 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 6-9) at Kansas
City (Mocha 9-13), 6 10 p m
Texas (Millwood 10-131 at Seattle
(Batista 15-111. 905 p m
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay at Toronto 12 07 p.m
N Y Yankees at Baltimore 12 35 p m
Minnesota at Boston 1 05 p.m
Detroit at Chicago White Sox, 1:05
pm
Cleveland at Kansas City. 1:10 p.m.
Texas at Seattle. 305 p m.
L A Angels at Oakland 3135 p.m.

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
87 72 547
New York
—
Philadelphia
87 72S.47
4
83 76 522
Atlanta
15
72 87 453
Washington
18
69 90 434
Florida
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
83 76 522
—
81 78 509
2
Milwaukee
75 84 472
8
St Louis
12
71 88 447
Houston
12
71 138 447
Cincinnati
15
Pittsburgh
68 91 428
West Division
W
L Pct GB
89 70 560
—
Arizona
1
88 71 553
San Diego
2
87 72 547
Colorado
9
80 79 503
Los Angeles
70 89 440
19
San Francisco

Thursday's Games
Arizona 8 Pittsburgh 0
Florida 6. Chicago Cubs 4
St Louis 3. N V Mats 0
Philadelphia 6 Atlanta 4
Houston 4 Cincinnati 3
San Diego 9 Milwaukee 5
Colorado at L A Dodgers In)
Friday's Games
St Louis at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia. 605 p.m
Florida at NY Mets. 6 10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati. 610 p.m
Atlanta at Houston. 7 05 p m.
Arizona at Colorado. 7 05 pm
San Diego at Milwaukee. 7 05 p.m
San Francisco at LA Dodgers. 9:40
pm
Saturday's Games
Florida (Seddon 0-11 at NY Mets
(Maine 14-10). 12 10 p m
San Diego (Young 9-81 at Milwaukee
(Bush 12-10), 255 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 10-8) at Cincinnati
11-larang 16-5). 2 55 p.m
Washington (Chico 6-9) at Philadelphia
(Eaton 10-9). 2 55 p m
Atlanta (Bennett 2-0) at Houston
Backe 2-1), 6 05 p m
St Louis (Wainwright 13-12) at
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 14-9). 605
pin
Arizona IGonzalez 8-3i at Colorado
(Redman 1-4) 7 05 p m
San Francisco (B(ackley 0-0) at L A.
Dodgers (Billingsley 12-5). 9:10 pm
Sunday's Games
Florida at N Y Mets 12 10 p m
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati, 12 15 pm
St Louis at Pittsburgh 12 35 pm
Washington at Philadelphia, 12 35 pm
Atlanta at Houston. 1 05 p m
San Diego at Milwaukee. 1 05 p m
Arizona at Colorado. 2 05 pm
San Francisco at LA Dodgers. 3 10
pm

SportsBriefs
•The Calloway County High School Basketball Little League will
be holding sign-up dates on Oct 4th, from 5 to 7 p.m. and again on
Oct. 13 from 8 to 10 p.m. and finally on Oct. 20 from 8 to 10 a.m.
The League is open to players in second through the fifth grade
and all sign-ups will be held at the CCHS gymnasium For more information, contact Adam Ragsdale at 293-0305

The first 500 fans
to bring a hygiene
item will receive
a Racer Fan Scroll
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

CCMS,MMS finish in split
Staff Report
The Murray and Calloway
County Middle Schools dueled
to a draw last night as each
school won a football game,
held at Calloway County High
School.
Murray Middle School won
the eighth grade contest 22-20,
while Calloway Middle captured the seventh grade game
26-18 to close out the respective
seasons.
In the eighth grade game,
Murray Middle quarterback
Kendall Deese hooked up with
Zac Maley with 20 seconds left
in the game and from 22 yards
out to give MMS the comefrom-behind win.
Calloway Middle opened the
scoring in the first quarter, get-

ting in on a 5-yard run. CCMS's
two-point conversion run failed,
giving them a 6-0 lead that
would hold up until halftime.
Murray Middle made a few
minor adjustments at halftime,
moving eighth grade tackles
Rodney Skinner and B.J. Thorn
to guards and inserting seventh
grade tackles Seth Carter and
Joey Miller. That seemed to
make the difference for MMS.
On Murray's first possession
in the third quarter, Deese
scored on a 6-yard run with 4:56
left. Ian Heskett added the twopoint conversion, giving MMS
an 8-6 lead.
Calloway answered on an
ensuing possession on a I -yard
run and added their two-point
conversion to go up 14-8.
In the fourth quarter, Deese

scored again on a 4-yard keeper
and again Heskett provided the
two-point conversion, making it
16-14.
With just under 1:40 left in
the game, Calloway scored on a
14-yard TD pass on fourth-andnine, but a critical two-point
conversion attempt failed, leaving CCMS up 20-16.
In seventh grade action,
Murray scored first on a 1-yard
run by Andre Phillips. That
drive was set up by a 32-run by
QB Adam Melton and a 34-yard
pass from Melton to John
Ramey.
Calloway answered right
back on a 53-yard run and AtItled
the kick to go up 7-6.
Murray scored again in the
first on a 2-yard run by Melton,
which was set up by a 27-yard

pass from Melton to Jitsdn
Spann. MMS's two-poinc cop-version run failed, leaving Up;
score at 12-7.
:•:•:•
Calloway had two ttatiib.downs in the second quarter.
One was a 22-yard run and the
other was a 43-yard pass. Both
kicks failed for CCMS, putting
them up 19-12 at the half.
Murray scored in the third
quarter on a 15-yard tipped pass
from Melton to Phillips. MMS's
run failed, leaving them behind
by one, 19-18.
Calloway added their last TD
as time expired in the third quarter on a 52-yard run and added
the kick, making it 26-18. •
Melton finished the game
with 200 yards passing and both
Willie Richardson and Cade
Cullop led the team in tackles.

CARDINAL FOOTBALL

UofL dismisses Williams
after marijuana arrest

TODAY'S MOP SPONSORED PY

Lindy Suitor
ileSirlikirttl^ty Wave Agercy
To saw on your car rework-4
coMocr5 Woo
6011 Alois St. • 753-5142

LINEBACKER DISMISSED FOR VIOLATING
AGREEMENT WITH AD JURICH
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville linebacker Willie A. Williams was kicked off the team
Thursday, less than 24 hours after his arrest on a
marijuana possession charge.
The 22-year-old was dismissed for violating his
agreement with athletic director
Tom Jurich.
"I'm very disappointed in
Willie,- Jurich said in a statement. "I was confident that he
had turned the corner in his life
and was ready to be a valuable
contributor to society and our
football program."
Williams
Williams was one of the top
recruits in the country two years ago, but highly
publicized legal problems in high school — II
arrests — nearly cost him a scholarship to Miami.
He never panned out with the Hurricanes and
spent last year at West Los Angeles Community
College.
Wednesday night, Louisville police arrested the
6-3, 230-pound Williams after he was stopped for
driving a car with the music playing too loudly.
said Louisville police spokesman Phil Russell,

A detective searched the car and found
Williams trying to hide a small amount of marijuana, Russell said.
"He basically had the marijuana in his mouth,"
said Russell, who would not release the identities
of the others in the car because they were not
arrested.
Williams, also charged with tampering with
physical evidence and driving without an operator's license, was released on his own recognizance Wednesday night.
Louisville spokesman Rocco Gasparro said
Williams hired local attorney Grant Heiman to
represent him. A phone call to Helman's office
Thursday evening by The Associated Press was
not immediately returned.
He was accepted at Louisville after meeting
extensively with Jurich and coach Steve
Kragthorpe. He played in three games for the
Cardinals (272), this season, collecting nine tackles.
Louisville. which began the season ranked in
the Top 10 but has lost two straight, plays at North
Carolina State on Saturday.

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACtNG
3 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Busch Series,
practice for Yellow Transportation 300,
at Kansas City. Kan
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR. Nextel Cup. pole
qualifying for LifeLock 400, at Kansas
City Kan
5 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Busch Series,
practice for Yellow Transportation 300.
at Kansas City. Kan
12 p.m.
SPEED — Formula One qualifying tor
Japanese Grand Prix at Suzuka.
Japan
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 -- West Virginia at South
Florida
2,30pm.
GOLF
TGC — LPGA. Navistar Classic, second round, at Prattville. Ala
5:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour, Viking Classic second round, at Madison, Miss
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Teams TBA

Locally
PREP FOCOTEIAL
7 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM — Murray High
School at Ballard Memorial High
School

MSU vs. Jacksonville State
Sept. 29 • 3 p.m.
Family Weekend
& Military Appreciation Day
including a Blackhawk Helicopter
Hum-V, Jeep, and Rock Wall

Military redeye 2 tickets with ID
Ticket Office 270-809-4895
www.GoRacers.com
Needline Hygiene Drive
Sponsored by
The Journey Church

Mu
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Boise State
bowls over
Southern Miss.
IAN JOHNSON RUNS FOR
3 TDS FOR BRONCOS
BOISE. Idaho (AP, — Ian
Johnson rushed for III yards
and ,thrce touchdowns to lead
Boise State to J 8-16 victory
over Southern Mississippi on
Thursday night
The Broncos 13-11 scored on
thew lirst two possessions of the
AMC and built a 28-3 lead late
ii thc first half before the
widen Eagles scored A touchdown in the final minute
Southern Miss 12-21 scorelL
again early in the third quarter
when Jeremy Young tossed a 2
ard TD to tight end Shawn
Nelson, cutting the Broncos.
lead to 28-16
But Johnson answered on the
next possession, taking the hall
off nght tackle to score from 2
yards out to cap a decisive.
seven play. 79-yard drise
When Young exited with an
ankle injury on the Golden
Eagles' next possession, the
offense sputtered and the
Broncos controlled the game
Johnson put h Tether his hest
game 01 the season, both rushing
and receiving the Junior carried
the hall 22 tunes and caught

three passes for /.10 yards.
including a short pass in the flat
that he turned up field for 54
yards to set up Boise State's
final touchdown.
Broncos quarterback Taylor
Iltarp Was 19-of-27 for a careerhigh 307 yards and two TDs.
His lone interception was in the
end tone as Boise State was
driving late in the first' quarter.
Boise State finished with 506
yards total offense, convened 10
of 15 third-down situations and
only turned the ball over twice
Daimon Fletcher of Southern
Miss, who rushed for 1,692
yards last season — 11th best in
the nation
had 83 yards on 21
came,
Young finished 13-of-23 for
190 yards and one TD. hut
missed most of the second half
after rolling his right ankle on
the turf in open field. He
returned to the sideline . on
crutches and his status for the
Oct. ; game against Rice Is
uncertain
The Golden Eagles had 318
yards total offense,

From Page 18

From Page 18
marks •
Murray would add three
more goals in the
mind.
Jeremy Curd found the hack of
the net at the ;9,111111We mark
and Jordan Benton got his second giial if the game at the 4minute mark Will Hudson
v.rapped up the scoring for
Munay on A strike with 21 minutes rein
g
Hudson
and
Mark
stuhtilefield split time at keeper
tor the Tigers Stubblefield

Better
Itit

Photo Submitted
The Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team (MYST) recently held a swim-a-thon This is an annual fundraiser where swim(hers collect donations for continuous laps swam in the pool. The swimmers swam a combined 52.5 miles and were led '
by Robbie Canning. who swam 3 6 miles Pictured are the swimmers that participated in the event. (Bottom row) Zach
Martin, Celeste Sigueros, Will Shelton.(2nd row) Thomas Snodgrass, Cyrus Nabavi, Kristen Lyons, Natalie Hahs, Kaylee
Roberson, Alex Workman (3rd row) Etta Danielson, Courtney Martin, Kristen Farley, Nicole McGee, Abbey Campbell.
(4th row) Ebb Weber. Colin Ashton. Daniel McGee, Trent Lyons, Nick Snodgrass, April Meadows (Top row) Shae
McKinney, Jesus Sigueros. Lauren Enckson Not pictured Robbie Canning

•Harper

•Soccer

j

II

recorded four sases and
Hudson had two
The Tigers lost to Graves
County Tuesday night. 5-0 in
its final distnct contest of the
season Graves County (12-2-I
won the district and the Tigers
earned J second-place tie with
Marshall County Murray and
Marshall will face each other in
the first round of the upcoming
district tournament
The Tigers next take the
field at lone Oak on Monday

his driving game, even going its
far as to employ the old golf
adage. "Mrs ing's for show.
putting's for dough.Of- course all of this could
have something to do with the
amount of expenence Harper
has lie's been playing golf
since he was two years old and
has participated in numerous
Junior golf circuits during summers, including the Platuations
Junior Golf Tour. the Pepsi
Junior Golf Tour and the internationally-known
Little
People'
s Golf Championships in

uilt
lqf17
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Quincy. Ill. Not only has he traversed the circuits, but he's met
with plenty of success, winning
several Pepsi tournaments and
finishing 20th out of a field of
100 at the Little People's.
lie joined the Laker high
school squad as a fifth grader
and went to the region tournament for the first time as a seventh grader.
got about as much
tournament experience as a kid
could have at his age.- Smith
said.
"Daniel's got a pretty good
combination. He's a bright kid, a
talented golfer and he knows
what it takes. He uses and
breathes the game. I'in tickled to
death for him to go.''
AU of that expenence might
help explain Harper's confident,
self-assured attitude on the golf
course and throughout life.
'He's not cocky. he
'
s not
airogant It's Just confidence,
Smith said. -That's half the hattie when you're playing golf. lie
kniiws hes not going to go out
there and get fuse and six birdies
hut he also knows he's not going
to make fire and six bogeys He
steers clear of the big numbers,
he hits fairways and he's Just
steady
Harper is part of a stnkingly
soung Laker golf team that has
Smith giddy over the potential
of the next four years of golf at
Calloway County.

‘,-*9 PREMIER NISSAN
Kan it PULL it PJRita et
2000 Nissan
Pathfinder 4x4

1999 Chevy
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2000 Olds
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1993 Jaguar
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Auto AC PW PL Tilt Cruise
co Meyer
S. IPR606A
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t°acted
0PR724A

°sided leather Auto AC Pe.
Pt Tet Cruses CD Player Al
the Lam Sit 67141AA
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$59988*

s5,988*

Auto AC PW
Pt Tilt. Cruse
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2001 Pontiac
Grand Am GT
tomir.

2002 Dodge
Grand Caravan

2000 Lincoln
Town Car
gAti
lll

2004 Mercedes
C320
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a
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Daniel Harper
Of the five golfers who earned the Likers to a fifth-place
finish at the region tournament,
two were freshmen, two were
eighth-graders and one a %C% enth-grader

And with Harper already
making an appearance at the
state tournament, the future may
he arriving sooner than Smith
might have anticipated
"Whether or not he expected
to go to state this year or not. I
know that he knew he had the
capability of going.- Smith said
-You don't go to state on a
fluke His 19-hole) average was
less than 40 this year. A lot of

.41100

Auto AC PIN. . 111 Coeur.
CO Pierer Chrome Whew.
Se ePR 702A

$69988*
Vele Mem a*NM

Aulo , AC. PV4 Pt nit. Cruise,
Rear AC 7 Passenger, CD Plus
' Assam Purse Set 17

$69988r
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TODAY

MOO-264-7726

"I
'
m elicited.
"he said.

CARDINALS 3, METS 0

Mets drop into tie with
Philadelphia in NL East
NEW

1010s iAP)

-

Randolph said 'That's the way

New York Met.
' lead in the NI.

baseball goes and

East is gone

mask our own bed here so we've

They

might

not

at all it
they can't snap out of their near
historic funk.
The spiraling Mets managed
lust three hits off Joel Pmciro
and Jason Isnnghatisen in a 3-0
loss to the St Louts Cardinals

even he in the playoffs

Ilk

times kids will shoot their average, maybe even a little worse
on the day of the region.
actually shaved a little off
After a practice round
Monday, Harper will tee off hil
state tournament round at 1:33
p.m. Tuesday and will he panel,
with some familiar competitict
in Lone Oak's Dean Bechto14
whom he faced in the First
Region tournament playoff'.
If Harper qualifies, he'll play
Wednesday in the championship
round
Nervous?

we kind of

got to fight through this
Not
could

even
save

Pedro

New

Martinet

York, which

had led the division alone every
day since May 16.
The Mets(87-72) were ahead

12 with
10 of

on Thursday night that dropped

by seven games on Sept.

them into a first-place tie with

17 remaining hut have lost

14 overall and sesen straight at

Philadelphia in the di% ISIOn
"We're

tied

now, so

now

we've got three games to get it
done.
"

manager

Willie

home, a monumental tailspin for
a team that counted on being to
the playoffs
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INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to checii
the first wiserbon of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made.-
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Sosnowiec Far ROM
Room he he.
Mousse For Ran
Stomp Rennin
Connuarcla Property
Sets 5 Supplies
LnieelOst 5 Sup
'
s..
Publes Sae
Land For Rant or Leese
WWII

430 Reel &sails
436 Late Modeny
440 Lod For Saki
446 Lots For Rent
450 Fenno For Sere
456 Acresrp
NM Monies For Salo
410 Motorcycle. & Allis
440 ALIO Parts
456 Sport Utility %Whines
410 Used Cars
446 ions
KO Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Sons & Montt
530 Services 011erea
540 F CONAMI
510 Tobsisos•Suppe*.

ii

Hapr

REE set-up for Arts
Crafts or Flea Market
Vendors for Hazel Day
Oct. 6. Call now for
your reservation. State
tine Ranch & Home

Nil LASER
L'
leittet.
Clair Msit lierowl
:Spider WM,Sun SpOtt.
Sian Rsiusinallon.

7411-4999
QUALITY Nails.
Affordable Pace.
Full Set. $20
Fills: $12
Upper Cuts
1104 Story
753-2887
THE Murray Ledger &
times considers its
4ources reliable. but
Inaccuracies do occur.
fleaders using this
information do so at
their own ask Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
osn
Lom aral Found
LOST
male
Tabby/Siamese mix
While with brown and
white Blue eyes Last
seen
9/20/07
Doran/Wiswell
Rd
area Reward offered
293-9512

753-9541
293-1289

DEADLINES
RtIlut

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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Help Welled

Ssusay

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

AS 400 PROGRAMMER

Part-time positions for
Circulation Dopartment
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls
Noss looking for a Front of the House
Manager for ness full service restaurant in
Murray. KY'

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions
Certified
Nursing
Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641S
Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the

*5 day

work week
*Paid vacations
•Benefits Available
•Fun work environment
•Competitive Salary
Restaurant Management Experience
not required but preferred

-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to yibrietwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
Chic wethite
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn

Email resumes to chefiergsktyahoo.com

are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Plea.se call
us if you have any
questions regarding

Please re•p(iod to:
Rioloiph 1 rright
P1). Hot
11tirraii, Is

the Murray area

sit, listings flunk you

FULL-TIME OPPORTUNITY
IN MANAGEMENT

4

needs you(
Dawahares is looking for show-time personBecan• a foster per
alities in management in the Shoppes of
int. up to S36/day
Murray
WKUMFS
Only those interested in making'
270-443-9004
Dawahares famous for customer service
APPLICATIONS are
need apply. Apply in person at Dawahares.
being taken to flU monShoppes of Murry
tenance position Cl
Riviera Courts Must
apply in person at the
office during regular
business hours No
phone calls.
SKYLINE
National Property
500 Apple CAM needs
Communications
is
Management
kitchen help. Apply vi
now accepting applicaCompany is seeking a
parson.
twis tor cabling technifull tens Assestant
PAPA John's now
cians Must be 21
moneisper witri book•
scowling wirer:aeons
yeses old. have valid
keeping imminence
Sot shift leaders Must •Cirug Free Workforce
driver's license & willhave one year restauing to travel. No experi*Backgrtund
management
rant
ence
necessary
Screening 'Benefits
experience and amiable '
Benehts
available
Equal Opportunity
hours Applications can
270-227-0396,
Employer • Please fax
be piduse up it Pepe
270-293-6390. if no
resume to
John's. Murray No
answer leave miss(270)759-3005
phone aille Plass*
"g.

11Pao
r-I1E-4
111PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.

P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Hip %Mad

CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
436-2949

Summit Foods

The Murray, KY corporate headquarters
of Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. is seeking
an experienced AS400 programmer who
is proficient in RPG ILE, CL, SQL, and
other AS400 utilities. Social skills to
successfully work with end users a
must. Expenence in the trucking industry and/or EDI a plus. We offer a competitive compensation package.
Responsible and eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are encouraged
to forward their resume to:

0E0

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Brrtthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

FT
Production
Assistant
Peco
Products
LLC
is
accepting applications
for a qualified person in
our graphics department produang trade
show
displays
Computer
skills
required. and 8 very
basic knowledge of
graph(c
terminology/graphic
concepts: Pholoshop
Al No 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to. Peco Products, PO
Box 383, Murray, KY
42071 or
eloOpecopoducascan
FULL Urns poster:el
chid development
leacher needed at
local child core center
Apply in person 109 S
13th Street
No phone calls

Enroll your child now!

060
Help Wasted

=Recreation and Wellness ('enter, Murray State University. Full-time,
nontenure track, 12 month position to begin January. 2008.
Qualifications: B.S. in Physical Education, Recreation, Exercise
Science or related field with two (2) years experience working with
recreation programming, required. One(1)year experience supervising recreation facility and student staff preferred. Demonstrated ability to multi-task and possess excellent communication skills and a
working knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel, required. Willingness
to work irregular hours, on-call, evenings, weekends and holidays,
required. Experience working with budgets in university Setting preferred. Responsibilities: Supervision, selection, and training of student staff, budget and payroll oversight, inventory control for equipment and supplies, scheduling of events, recreation programming.
coordination of fitness initiatives and maintenance, supervision of
pool, staffing of facility holidays and break periods, development and
enforcement of facility guidelines and policies, adherence to risk
management procedures, supervision of outdoor equipment rental,
being on-call during operational hours. Application Deadline:
October 19, 2007. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and
names with contact information of three professional references to:
Jim Baurer, Chair, Search Committee, Murray State University, 314
Curtis Center, Murray, KY, 42071. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an Equal Education
and Employment Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer

LOST:
Sony Digital
Camera in case
Left at Kirksey
T-Ball field
Saturday night
If found, please call

-q
Ibmia

0.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 AAis Must Run Within o Day Period
6335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

•

Wellness Center Manager, Susan E. Bauernfetnd Student

From: Jidda A
Thi Siert Beach yo

1)1,
-.1.1 55 513,-.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: MondayFriday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-19
060
Mg Swan

Nappy Birthday
Flapjack!

.0,CLASSIFIED AD RATES „Atgli

An Equal Opportunity Employer

COORDINATOR, FOSTER AND
ADOPTIVE PARENT TRAINING
SUPPORT NETWORK, Center for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, Training Resource Center,
Murray State University. Position to begin
November
2007.
Oualifications
Bachelor's degree in social work or related
field with one year of related professional
experience required, preferably in the area
of social work, foster care or adoption.
Must have strong organizational and communication skills; computer skills, preferably Microsoft Office suite. Must be willing to travel to each of the nine regions
statewide. Must be willing to work
evenings and weekends. Responsibilities',
Provide activities and services related to
the training support network for foster and
adoptive parents in the state of Kentucky
(nine regions.) This includes: monitoring
the statewide crisis support telephone line,
alerting regional team leaders of local
crises, advocating for foster and adoptive
parents, and assisting in statewide recruitment and retention plans, working with
regions to identify team members that are
representative of the community served,
training/meeting coordination and the creation of forms necessary to achieve the
reporting goals of the project. Auplication
Deadline, October 12, 2007. To Apply'
Send letter of application, current resume
and names, addresses, and contact number
of three references to: Caroline Crump,
Chair, Search Committee, Training
Resource Center, Murray State University,
240 Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an Equal
Education and Employment Opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer
060
Help Illimild
FT/PT

TWO
(2
Service
Representatives needed. Basic computer
skills a must and excellent phone skills/voice
needed Above average hourly rate plus
commission
Send
resumes to
Peco
Products. PO Box
363, Murray, KY 42071
or
rloOpecoprixluels.corn

Customer

FULL Oct PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7.00PM

only
GREEN Acres is CUTten* hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 10P-6A
SRNA 6A-2P
full-time Anyone interested In becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care,
402 W Fantiing St.,
Mayfteid, KY 42066

060

Rep waned
TENNESSEE Asphalt
Compeny is accepting
applications for
a
skilled latior/mainte
nonce position at sand
arid gravel operation
Welding experience a
plus Also have an
opening for an expenenced heavy equipment operator Apply in
person at 1815 E
Wood
Street
Absolutely no phone
calls
Equal
Opportunity Employer
PART-TIME
Office
Assistant at local CPA
firm
Busy phones.
attention to detail.
good people skills, professionalism and confirequired
dentiality
Reply to PO Box
1040-W, Murray. KY
42071.
NOW taking applications for ail positions
end ail shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

LECTURER.
Department of History,
Murray State
University. Full-time, 9
month, non-tenure
track begins August
2008. Must possess
MA in history or closely related social science field and expenence in teaching World
Civilization courses.
Knowledge of and
teaching background
in World Civilizations I
(to 1500) and II (since
1500) is required.
Ability to teach 200and 300-level history
courses and develop
more courses at same
levels desirable. Must
show potential for success in teaching,
research, and professional service: field(s)
of expert-se open. 12huur teacning bad
each semester,
research and service.
Deadline: November
2,2007. To Apply:
Send letter of application addressing
required/desired qualifications, current vitae,
two current letters of
recommendation,
course syllabi, and
student evaluations to:
Lecturer Search,
Department of History,
Murray State
University, 68 Faculty
Hell, Murray, KY
42071-3341. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity
MlF/D, AA employer
PROGRAMMER
Analyst, Information
Systems Department,
Murray
State
University. Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin Novmeber
2007 Gueitticatione:
Bachelor degree in
computer science or
related field preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
expenence as an appliprogrammer
cation
analyst. Knowledge of
applications programming, systems analysis, relational databases, and programming
support functions is
required
Expenence
with PL/SOL, Oracle
Stored
procedures,
and
Oracle
Development
tools
preferred. Must possess strong interpersonal skills (both wrttten
and
verbal)
Responsibilities
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development.
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP.
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative applications.
Application
Doodling: October 12.
2007 To Apply: Send
letter of application.
resume, and three current letters of professional reference to
Programmer
Chair.
Anitlyst
Search

Evening Child Core
available for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.

Contact director at

809-3899

41,9

Or E-mail
come.scartorough@murraystateedu

060
Help %Waled
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed. Call
270-382-2444 for interview.
STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP firm seeks
CPA. Compensation
commensurate
to
experience.
Fax
resume to
1270)382-2781
TRUCK drivers. Local
company. Good starting pay & benefits.
Home weekends. 2
years OTR expenence.
489-2138
SMALL cafe seeking
FT/PT short order
cook. Expenence
required.
270-293-9555
090
Domestic & OSIScart
CLEANING tor Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses
Please call 293-5806
WILL do caregiving in
your home. Clean,
cook, laundry, and
whatever needs to be
done. Will also consider live in with 2 days
off. 15 years experience. Have reference.
Janet 270-873-2148
SIT with elderly, cooking & house cleaning.
10 years expenence
Have references
270-489-6123,
270-227-4403
WitaMSes
01,9119101T
THE Paducah Sun
seeks
Independent
contractor
in
the
Murray area. Serious
inquines only. Please
call Kim at
270-575-8793
120
Onapiiiirs

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Same

Nehvceking Sento

seILip
Pnlor
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified
Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3656
140
Want to Ike

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
7U-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
Ceimmittee. tioners.
Administrative heaters Used carpetComputing. ing. 753-4109
Information Systems,
Murray
State
AMIN
Unrversity, 112 I & T
ale
Building, Murray. KY
(2)
pion
swan
125
42071-3347. Women
and minorities are urns with light, fitter
encouraged M apply stand, heater. $250
Murray
State Mk 753-0089
UntworsOty is an Equal 07 Hot lub, brand new
m package, 6-7 perEducation
and
Employment opportu- son, lots of lets. digital.
ozoneetor, water fall.
nity.
41/F1).
AA
cover. retail $7 300,
employer
must sell $3.600
(573)300-1031

fè

150
Articles
For Salo
12X24 storage building
w/front porch. New.
$3,900 firm. 492-8222
BRAND new Maytag
portable dishwasher
Never used, $300 firm.
Excellent
condition
Amson ladder deer
stand, $100 firm.
761-4155
Ceramic tile by the box
or by the pallet. $.59
sq ft and up. Large
quantities available.
270-443-4590
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
Don't overpay for your
re-modeling! Laminate
floonng, Ceramic tile,
Pre-finished hardwood
and more. Ky's
Largest Liquidator
270-443-4590
HD TelevIslons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Calloway -County
-ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
HOVEROUND MVP-4
power wheelchair. Like
new. New batteries.
270-293-4721
In stock Pre-finished
hardwood flooring
$179 sq ft.
270-443-4590
NEW pool table, never
used, r-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc, package. retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES
Now
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square. Huge
Selection,
Great
Prices! 753-0530

4

PRIME LOCATION! 2
crypts
Murray
at
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2.
(479)750-4811
SATELUTE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HO
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
S29.99 per mo $500
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more IMO.
759-0901 or toll heir;
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale. 6.50
bale. 227-7352,
.1
753-4582

Surplus Sales Largest Liquidators of
Pre -finished hardwood flooring ($1.79
so ft), Laminate (5.69
au f1). file (.59 *a ft) 270-443-4590

1.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1S05 Diuguisi Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Arucies
;or Sam
(WIT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL

•

in
$ 69 per ay It
• ") 411 4590
— .! Ir% Bradley Cape
risairier and wee. S8C firm Excellent
Used 2

For Rini

$127

I FircirDAIRE Gallery
per Capacity Heavy
Ikily ...Asher & dryer
7J.41. Teat Less than
• 0.•irs old $395
Iv) 70 293 4721
.F -.•tr, by -side refrig
cult.ice

(270) 7531113

,..,1i4AL tone hide a
s ,la $125. corn
ot,r.P1 $2
, Wood
,
1r nkctr lbS1. $25

•,

Gi F Equipment
,..1.aranc• Sale!
All ilprns below cost!
sdia
,
sota n God Club
ri off Hwy 79
S ,at PAM 2P164
727 I
•
Musical
1
---piano
—
.,v-!sir ti• ierrigrir
c.)ndition
, . . •.• r • ti-iie piano

lbote()
Vadreig

°Ord

NEAR unrversdy Like
new large 213H CALA
Low utilities Quiet
Whet you ye been
loolsegh,r $425 •
depose (270)9780913
NICE 2BR duplex
Carport No pets
227-3054 or 753 7457

meow norms Forbes

• •

38R aforeclosure'Buy
for only $19.990 For
listings 800-5601951
OA- 5021

UVE Oelk Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $29000
2F3R $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified ape'.
cants
Office hours 8-2
Mon Fri
Call today for appointmeet
7534221

IQ!is Erameisre

Polon

2B14 brick w/d
carport. patio No pets
$355 a month
753-6931 or 293-8070

BRAND new
dupieriaroe ?BR, I.
bath washer/dryer
provided.. quiet
neighborhood. no
pets. $5750nonth
deposit 270-293-6430

orc.kol tour cif MOON fa-

•

38R 28A. nardwood
Moors, $450 month No
pets 701 Broad St
270-293-4602

48R 28A, all appliances central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9696
--- -603 Chestnut. 3 BR. 2
bath apt Depose, ref
erence lease
270-227-3331

()tithe Sou ,

. .1

2BR IBA. all appliCM/A.
ances.
641/Nor1hwood
270-753-0259

2BR duplex. nice,
C/14/A appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9896

LARGE
SELECTION
MAD APPIllaniE Es
WARD (tour.%

'

1BR7vanous locations.
5200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9696

213R Duplex 1302
VaNeywoocl S425/mis.
293 7738 293-1446

41111011d COW(
'7708

C.

1 rt,
;•ttaW mob,*
r.m• tOr Sala near
,

harm Needs minor
iwek $ 9.500 00 I a88 214 0554
99 Fleetwood 1600
?BR 28A. very privets
ono acre lot Lynn
in,ve area all 'RA
.inses S45 000 or tut
.shei
$52 00(
6911

I

38R 1 SBA. immacu
ate condition. extend
ed lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required Ittt
Farriane Dr $750 per
month 270-293-4602

I OR 2br apts flea
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo.
753-4109.

/S1-5661

i• taw

3rd driveway past
PTL on left
Sat., Sept. 29
8:00-7

OffIce Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.r3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
C1

kuoc.15

Pad

Slaughter house building

xii Ali..firo.colis
IIC.11 and ill'
AN;CptIllg

I. down!' **ring

• ,•6

3-PARTY YARD SALE
641 SOUTH
The 641

I n,. and Ti
Central

753-9075
(270)227-2193

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & abedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur -CalApts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Trio 81-800-6484058
RED OAKS APTS.
$100 Depose
1BR $325
28R $375
Call Today1
74/346611.

38R only $238 per
month 5% down 21
years at 8% APR For
listings 800-560 19., •
ex! S891
38R, 1 1/2 bath. larnit,
room. 1603 Padden@
$695 month $1,000
security deposit
(270)474-220
38R. 1-1/28A. S W or
town, large yard
garage door opener
appliances $7511mo
deposit references
NO PETS 753-7920

A&F Warehousing
Mew MSU $20 50
753-7668
SS
It( H
Sill •SlkU,I
"A Brew Plea to Sow" I
Hwy 121N. acrosi from
Named Owed Amur.

ev:ab441 tio

home buyers
Jove' your land
r tAmaly rand Ends
'4./52007
731.3644106
Note

w feci singwv000
ACM kit

no
ready
• PI SOO

.L

move in
rentals

Wien Fir Rua

21101 t134 mobile home,
furnished
•• 11572
• • Weekly $90 monthly
•8330 Plus security
No pets
• .seposof
Waler & traSh int:awed
IA Rolle's; A rws Ln
75345511

*wen he Nal
IfIR in county Lease &
deposit No pets
753-0726 994-3306
2 ir
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109
newt',
1 BA
ZIIR
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-2934802
29R Mite keel property
wets deep wetter dock
$750 month
759 9046, 979-3653
21111. 1-1-r2 bath. all
aPOriances. no pets,
?Memnon & lease
wowed Cal
753- 7522

NEON BEACIT1
MINI-STORAGI
'Now Have
Climate Control

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices

Security Gate

FARMER AVE
Fri & Sat
8:00-3:00

of
furniture
Lots

YARD SALE
1717 Melrose Dr

1/2 block off Doran
Sat • 8AM-12PM
No early birds
women 8 men
'1r:dries. dishes beespread 8 sheets
,elour blanket, kettle
IS dishes plus mis(

MOVING
SALE

541 Airport Rd.
Fri. • 8AM-4PM
Sat. • 8AM-1PM
household Items
furniture clothes
pictures lamps
Everything must
901

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
610
Tanglewood in
Woodgate
Subdivision
Sat., Sept. 29
7AM-1PM
Arborme will tie
SO°. off

1817

641S to Midway.

Ridgewood Dr.,
lust off Wiswell

right 1828W 6th
house nght
Sat. • 8AM-2PM
Sun.• 1PM-5PM
sports cards Nascar,
supplies wrestling
figures toys 5HP go
cart snare drum

Saturday
7AM-?
king bed twin bed
microwave 8 lots
t other items

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
114 1. Maw
1270) 753-6266
COI (270) 293-4183
9 a m 4/ m 14-F

J&I. RENTA1S
MINI-STORAGE
No* renting
Loc.*da*7tIS 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY store ard
Lock presently has
units available
753 2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
enside climate
str,rsigo
*Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We see boxes'
•We rent u -Haute
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime ioca
son 7512905
293-1480
Vtittireoe commercial
buikeng for mese in
Over
Murray area
8 800 SF Great for
retail offices rmitau
rent or any kind of
business Has parking
lot central h a arid
system
security
$1 800mo
270-293-9349

houSehO4C1 items

& baritone
ukulele

&
AOHA sorter
ivie• Max mane 8 toni
matted. $600
519-1202
3yr

n.ld

GARAGE
SALE
1505 Tabard Dr.
Sat Sept 29
7AM-1PM
wises and men s
Aceung, house•,eel items & more

mmc.

YARD SALE
Fox Meadows B14
Sat • 7AM-12PM
Pioneer stound
system w/ equalizer & tower speakers DVD player,
dog kennel - only
used 3x knick
knacks, & misc
items

YARD SALE
641N, left on
464, right at
stop sign, right
on Hopkins Rd.
Sat.• 8AM-?

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500.000 +, sale price
$316.000 by owner
(270)753-9686

r I•, edge. & Timm Fai
110usin5 Act Vatic.
rrtixrd ha•rrir
IrJrral Fax
k,t *Nal nal., it
ad,ertixr am, Firrlirt
hrnitatain ri.1...nnunk
Nord on rat ortor
itandtcap tarmlial tter national ,vrtion. ix mienmaiix in .util
krortattore JI•anmink

•.a

..retr ad

FOR Sale/Lease 3EIR
26A lakefront property
wi dock. 2-1/2 car
garage w apt
270-759-9046.
270-978-3953

taw. kINd ditcrdlinlion
aW.reaaioiaisntung
• al i-gabr hard un rectors 111
thuor protected
4, 1 redrral Lew
kra...noth actept an.
• rtr.nikl,w real...IA. whi,,

7:00

•• 111,1..11inp, ati,ert•ed
;Air or in rqii.ilo51portt.1

I1NILDIA.1 I
DEBT RELII I '

cat collection der
(Native items
household goods
ladies clothes 11012). rugs linens

kin 11A101110111.

MULTI-FAMILY

Anu: t'ondition
ow we:mallsepilog*.

YARD SALE

ertisells ers.voin

BACKYARD

SALE
404 S 9th St
Sat. Sept 29
8AM-7

September 29th
7 00AM-3:00PM

HUGE MOVING
SALE
805 BAGWELL
SAT

7:00-11:00
; .,rniture, beautiful
roll-top desk

Nascar Hot
Wheels, computer
Super Nintendo
movies lots of
loins

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE
412

••

r

1ortatelmaril canter

1,shiss Don't miss

RETIRED
STAMPIN'
UP! SALE
811 Vine St., corner Of 9th & Vine

Saturday

Sat., Sept. 29
7AM-1PM

YARD SALE
503 S 16th St.
Th., Fri • & Sat

Retired Stamm
Up, pius other
items

YARD
SALE

7AM-,
'92 Ford Ranger
King Cab eters.,
fireplace Brttltj',
motor. infant gals
& plus sire
clothes, toys, bail
pd, mrsc items

1

121
Laks Ropey

1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69900 Only one,
Call owner 815-5155550
PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
scrooges at bargain
prices
kylak•saN com or
call 800-704-3154
Lets Fa lab

lacerating items

S. 16th St.

SALES

2711-761-1BI 1

Circle
Saturday

LAKE Derwin! 1.
acre lake access will,
free boat slope
$229,900 Great terms
Cal 800-704-3154
Amass
43 acres for sale by
owner 30 acres lendable. 13 acres in umber 978-0505
436-2051
5 to 295 acres WriM
Possib•
Calloway.
owner &naming 4892116, leave message
111111Lir
***OWNER
F1NANCING•••
405 S 5th St 3BR
IBA $2000 down.
$395 month 753-2222

110 to,h St
907 N 20th St.
Saturday
7AM-2PM

1991 Mercury Grand
One
Marquis LS
owner Really babied
great condition
293-0347
Used Truclu
1988 Chevy pick-up
stepside. $1 700 Cal
270-978-0391

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

C.IyOale

St
Jones
227
313P
Purysker. TN
i 5E1A 1,400 sqft
completer,
recently
remodeled 93142'
0761. 931-627-1026
bitck home
immaculate move-in
conellbon
$114.900
1116 Farling
270-293-4602
FOREdaiSUREI 38R
cinN $19.990 For Wings 800-590-1951 est
S020

W
CONCRETE
Walls. &dors, f00184.'
NNW:
driveways.
sidewalks, decoratives.
Call 270-493-0144.
•
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng .Decks
•Vinyl siding •All ' •
Home Improvements' (270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

anumimpusums°
D-6 H 12 ft. Medi
cieitnng fence rows, •
,incierbrushang. ponds."
waterways
19 yIS experience
Greg Renfro*

270-293437r
Cleaninct,
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences
etc (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks.
293-5438

FREE
Scrap
1.MrtaiSt:,
5.
Strap Fartai
E
ran.E in nyni

Ty4 e

753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

S
ros

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal:
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839

HALL'S WA's II
MANAGEMEN1
• scaly di vestal 711kort,
•locally owned/operated

759-1151•2934783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
Ii. tischolil
icpair
Si.

suit V,1,11,
i11, 11'

753-4344• 227-5644

Se w occreativepropertysolvers.tom
1270)761410M I

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867

6" Continuous Guam,
Garage Door Service I

Looking for a starter
home or a retirement
home in Hardin/ This
2BR IBA would be perfect 2-car garage, sun room, fenced back
yard. new doors and till
windows $43 900 00
CENTURY 21 SOUTHHERITAGE,
ERN
Margaret Ivey (270)
205-5486

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions decks
Hauling clean up tunk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

iii

- .1.1%

NEW
construction
116
F SBO.
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 48R
2 58A, breakfast room.
family room Floor
hardwood, tile, carpet
Nice priced to sell
753-3966 293-9747
752-0624
THREE bedroom two
bath condo- garage
CIUM:111 poraession CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs REALTORS
753-1492

once,
REDUCED
2003 Victory Cruiser
1 507 cc's.792 cubic
inches 9.000 mites,
new tires Lots of
extras $7 800 Call
705-7692
2001 Harley Sportster
963 Custom Pearl
with
1200
white
upgrade
293-2212
759-1934
1996 TRX70 4 wheelor. runs excMtent.
looks new. $950 or
beet offer, cal after
3PM 759-9463 or
293-5347

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

IuII%II

Iitchell Bros.
Paving
7594501
753-1537

TRA Is
.XSPHAILT
'Dating
_
A Meiling
I I IS
I If %% IS

270-753-2279

mounted
Call

753-5606

2002 Km Optima LX
eye. AC
95,000 MI
AT PS, PW. fal Runs
good $3.990 000
270-293-4721

rmr

Repair
Oetesr:
(270)

MILLS 8 Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood, brick, siding, concrete, decks1
more
270-227-6160

NEED HELP?"
Handyman Services.
All remodeling. ,
No lob too small.

Free estimates.
(731)247-3001,
(731)363-3511
SEMI-RETIRED carpenter Start immediately 753-9440 R.L.
Woods

David's
Home
Improvement
Demagog Floors
Braces II Floor Joists
%modeling & INATIVIg
Naaer

1ave GallfmoM Ovine'
401 Do wok,'am* WI:"

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, grayer
white rock
436-2113
Dozer wort & Track
hoe

.si•lasolicarel acme!

731-247-5422

akovin.4.S

Garage
Doors
Sales. service & repair.
Cal 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413
Calloway
Troth Seryire

S• C

USED TIRES
14 1`.-. 15 rnr,
Starting at S2iJ

MOTAL OP:
MURRAV

later at tears etpreirakt

•AUTOMATED MUM°
•CONTioNERS wait
a P ATE S STARTING AT

; 11",
'52-0456 • 978-0742

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers
its sources reitable. but inaccuracies do
occur Readers using this information do
so at their own nsk Although persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor any of its employees accept any responsibility whatsoever for their &Churns's

04 Ford Mustang con
vertible. yellow 40th
Anniversary Edition
$14.000
04 Pontiac Aztek.
white, $12,800 Call
or
(270)519-0885
(270)293-5923 after
4PM
1991 50 Mustang
Mallory
Coneertible
underdnve
pulleys Flowmasters.
$4,000 OBO 270-2273965,270-492-6164

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
dut garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work

11,11,

804 Sha-Wa

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

FOUR bedrooms - two
Res.. Com . & Ind.
baths Family Room Licensed & Insured
fenced yard- Near
All jobs - hie or smalli
Murray High School
$149, 521
CENTURY 21 Loretta
436-2867 Lamb s
Jobs REALTORS
Professional Tree
753- 1492 - Ask for
olmewewiomosememeoweeimilielifEliewRIMALWAN
• removal. etc. Insured.
1,,lif

314 N 7th St.
Fri., Sept. 28 &
Sat., Sept. 29
7:30AM-?

CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete& Roofing

753-9562

i.t+ Fair
• ,urthrt
rSnd kat,rrtiunf
r
• r's 0111"1 \ a.A
• .P
rtr4

jewelry cal/VW-4
picnic basket

YARD SALE

General Contracting

24 Noun mama

AID

arm *Mr, inform...!

bassinet electnc

BRICK HOME under
$50.000" Great starter
home or retirement
home, Hardin 28R
1 -BA, Hardwood floor
in LA and bedrooms
Storage room metal
storage building out
$4990000 CENTURY 21 SOUTHERN
HERITAGE
Margaret Ivey
(270) 205-5486

stroller girl clothes
2T-47 carseat
boy clothes 18-20.
lots More

Saturday

mobile phone

BRICK home for sale
by owner 3 bedrooms,
2 lull baths central
heat and air. all newly
remodeled 800 N
Murray
17th
St
$98.500
270-767-9925

'i ii1 HIM SIN

NO EARLY

FREE to•good home
, 1-1-2 year ow
'
Friend'
Chocolate Latv•eagle
mix Cal 752-0299

(.sUrSeS
3.h-4387

GARAGE SALE
800 N. 19th

Electric typewriter,

AN extra surpass Detached building
1800 sq.ft ) with heat
and air, bath, patio desirable for workshop, hobby area,
office, or living quay
ters for family members Add the three
bedroom - two bath
brick ranch and live
near Murray High
School CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs REALTORS 753-1492 .Ask
for Connie

apa,iimonle towers,

twa•

Boat tube. 13
TV. chairs.
pictures.

4 bedroom brick, 2bath. CM/A, on 2 lots
$165.000 Other listings at
anthelistings corn.
(270)753-4109

E !ner Alien glass top
_orteti tabie small
,,,,ieria,r,rnent center
4oi tearoom set

Other darns

7:00am-?

7-12
DOG Obedience
4362654

corner of 17th
& Ryan

SPORTS CARD
8 COLLECTIBLE
SALE

Saturday

753-3553

AVAILABILITY

1631 B

200 Irvan St.

'Ali Size Untts
AvaiI

MOVING

YARD SALE

L.uxt RNMENT
FUNDS

ESTATE
SALE

BIG

38R 1 bath house in
hater started remade
but needs to be fin
ished Cal for details
I-868-214-0554

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Sept. 29 imly
7AM-1PM

Name brand boys, men and plus srze
women s Clothes (winter stuff) name
brand purses coke signs, household
iIrons kitchen table & lots more

SALE

Calhoun Anstruction, LLC

rare Sala

riiro Seis

74117411

1,3-4045

Wallpapenng,
Penang. Cleaning
270- 227-6806
731-496-8904

t

OM= diessuppo.
gelind I limpid
encroie IS via sp.
(CI ma4sys

( )132111141

Tree
YEARRYS
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
731.782-3931
731 335-5268

•

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
-Deer and Turkey
•Custorn planting
•Scid *sang
•Umekg and Finalizing *SNerilw9
B• edding are. Design
and Construction
WNtSte Tress and
Shrubs Amektee
12701293-5519/days
496 0950/evenings

COMICS / FEATURES

11.1=117Ladesealbses

II years ago
Mwray City Council has voted
to put stop signs at the intersections of 10th and Olive Streets
and 8th and Olive Streets to slow
traffic Murray Police Chief David
Smith said 13 accidents had been
reported at 10th and Olive intersection since 1996 with injuries
reported to five persons in the
accidents.
- Published is a picture of Baron
Palmer doing his grandson a favor
by cutting hay on his land on
Airport Road. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
Published is an artist's drawing of the mausoleum to be constructed in the wooded area of
Murray City Cemetery which will
contain 384 crypts, half on the
outside and half on the inside.
In football games, Murray State
University RSICCI5 lost 34-10 to Unixersity of Louisville at Cardinal
stadium, Louisville; Murray High
School Tigers won 34-3 over Fulton County; Calloway County High
School Lakers lost 20-4 to Union

County.
; Births reported include a boy
to Tanuny and Danny Newcomb,
Sept. 22.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of John
Parker, Amy Parker and Stephanie
Yarbrough displaying their finished finger painting work at the
Calloway County Public Library
during Story Hour, past of a series
of weekly activities for children.
The photo was by Staff Photogropher Lowell Atchley.
Euple Ward, president, and
!tatty Lou Hill and Carrie Beale,
Members, of Murray Business &
Professional Women's Club. attendisd the meeting of the Kentucky
Flt&PW held at Lexington.
Births reported include a girl

to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Retina

Owen, Aug. 30.
40 years ago

Woman with parking permit
suffers from others' stares

Army Pvt Larry B. Ward has
completed eight weeks of advanced
nuhtary training at Fort Lewis,
Wash.
The 4-H Dairy Judging Team
from Calloway County placed second at the Mid-South Fair, Memphis. Tenn. Team members were
Jerry Stark, Kent McCuiston and
Robert Blalock.
Ann Wood, remedial reading
teacher, spoke abut "Stumbling
Blocks or Stepping Stones" at a
meeting of the Kirksey Elementary School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.
SO years ago
Rotary District Governor Nat
Dortch was the speaker at the weekly meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club house.
Mane Holton directed a workshop on "Making Paper Mache'
at a meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. TA. Winchester
will be married for 50 years Oct.
6.
60 years ago
Charles Tolley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley and one of
four Murray Boy Scouts who
attended the World Scout Jamboree near Missions, France, was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray woman's Club house.
Elected as officers of the senior class of Hazel High School
were Benny George. president; Jean
Allen, vice president; Betty Lou
Hill, secretary; Bobby Lassiter,
treasurer; Fay Nell Kelso, reporter.
Charles C. Lancaster is minister of Murray Church of Christ,
Maple and South Sixth Streets.

DEAR ABBY: Two years
ago, I was diagnosed with a
severe allergy to cold. I cannot touch, eat, breathe or be
exposed to cold temperatures
without serious risk to my life
in the form of anaphylactic
shock. Over the course of the
last
two
years, I have
learned how
to manage
this allergy
and avoid
most triggers, with
the exception of the
Dear Abby elements
during winter months.
By Abigail
applied for
Van Buren
and
was
issued a handicapped permit
by the state that allows me to
park as close as possible to
buildings so I am exposed for
the shortest time possible.
With the exception of this
severe allergy, I am a young,
healthy, 25-year-old female. I
have no physical disability.
When I park in a handicapped
space and get out of my car.
I get accusing looks, glares,
comments muttered under people's breaths, and one man
even shook his head at me - like, "How dare you?"
I never know how to
respond. It makes me feel
embarrassed, angry and guilty.
I avoid parking in handicapped
spaces unless it is absolutely
unavoidable due to extreme
wind, cold, snow, ice, etc.
Can you advise me how to

a French fleet, began their siege
of Yorktown, Va.
In 1787. Congress voted to
send the just-completed Constitution of the United States to state
legislatures for their approval.
In 1850. flogging was abolished as a form of punishment in
the U.S. Navy.
In 1924, two U.S. Army planes
landed in Seattle, Wash., having
completed the first round-the-world
flight in 175 days.
In 1939, durtng World War II,

Germany and the Soviet Union
agreed on a plan to partition Poland.
In 1967, Walter E. Washington was sworn in as the first
mayor-commissioner of the District of Columbia (he'd been
appointed by President Lyndon B.
Johnson).
In 1974, first lady Betty Ford
underwent a mastectomy at Bethesda Naval Medical Center in Maryland, following discovery of a
cancerous lump in her breast.

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday:. Sept. 28, the
VIst day of 2007. There are 94
(Jays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 28. 1066. William
the Conqueror invaded England
to claim the English throne.
On this date:
In 1542. Portuguese navigator
Juan Rodriguez Cabnllo arnved
iL present-day San Diego.
In 1781, American forces in
* Revolutionary War, backed by
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I STU- DONT SEE WHY (T WAS
SUCil A BIG WA- TilaT VOL WERE
WEARING
T14 SANE
TAAT
LINDSEY
ROGERS
1/0126
AT T1G
DANQUE

handle these situations? And
please remind people that just
because a person doesn't have
an obvious physical deforniity it doesn't mean he or she
isn't eligible for handicapped
parking. SCAPEGOATED IN
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
DEAR SCAPEGOATED:
Many people suffer from hidden disabilities that are not
obvious to the casual observer. My advice is to ignore the
people who give you dirty
looks and go on with your
business.
If. however, you are challenged about parking in a handicapped zone, inform the person that you have a permit to
do so which is on file with
the Department of Motor Vehicles -- and if that person wants
to check, he or she sleuld
write down your license number and question the authorities. You are under no obligation to discuss your disability
with a stranger, and I'd advise
against it.
•PPO

DEAR ABBY: I have a
problem with my parents. Even
though I don't have a boyfriend,
they think I'm on with some
boy. They are not ready to
trust me. They feel I might
ran away with that boy someday.
It might be a surprise to
you that I do not wear any
sort of Western clothes because
they don't like it. They are
not even ready to give me the
freedom to choose my career.
What should I do so that they
will trust me? Please help me.
-- SAD GIRL IN KUWAIT
DEAR SAD GIRL: If you
are wise, you will earn your
parents' trust the easy way -by volunteering information.
Could the reason they don't trust
you be that you don't tell them
anything, so they assume you
have something to hide? Or
could it be that what you told
them wasn't exactly true?
In building trust, actions
speak louder than words. It
isn't what you say but what
you do that matters. Whom
do YOU trust? Those who
have shown you by their actions
that they can be trusted. So,
show your parents that they
can trust you, and I am sure
they will eventually do so.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440. I.os
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••
What teens need to know
about sex, drugs, AIDS and
getting along with peers and
parents is in "What Every
Teen Should Know." To order,
send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $6 (CS.
funds) to: Dear Abby -- Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, IL 61054-0447.

Begone,
stinky gas!
DEAR DR.GOT!': Regarding your article about "uncontrollable skunkish gas." About
9 or 10 years ago, I become
aware that chlorophyll tablets
are given to patients in nutsing homes to prevent the odor
of gas. They
can
be
obtained at
any health
food store.
)104 The pills do
not stop the
gas
but
"kill"
the
smell of it.
DEAR
READER:
Good
for
By
to
Dr. Peter Gott you
remind me
of the benefits of chlorophyll
tablets. I am a member of the
"chlorophyll generation." We
used the stuff for everything.
I am passing your suggestion on because often I have
received hundreds of letters
from readers who have uncontrollable stinky gas. Buy chlorophyll, folks.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Digestive Gas". Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I have
seen several letters in your
column about women suffering from vaginal dryness and
asking what they can do about
it. I don't remember where I
read this, but it is a wonderful solution for that very thing.
Simply insert one glycerin sup-

pository into the vagina before
intercourse and problem solved.
It is certainly safer and cheaper than hormones.
DEAR READER: Good
choice. Glycerin is a safe an0
effective lubricant. Using
before sexual intercourse is a
new remedy for me, but I set
no harm in it. Other reader'
who wish to try this therapy
can keep me posted about success or failure.
To give you related information, I sin sending you a
copy of my Health Repor
"Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other readers whc
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I was
bothered by a dry, flaky scalp
with redness on my skin and
greasy hair for a long time. I
tried a lot of remedies for psoriasis, dandruff, lice, etc. But
nothing seemed to work.
Then, after reading several
of your columns with letters
from your readers about the
effectiveness of mentholatum
vaporizing rub, such as Vicks,
to relieve skin irritations, I
tried it on my head, hair and
scalp. All of the symptoms
disappeared in just one day.
Now, as a preventive meas-

NAM

ure, I continue to apply it once
a month.

DEAR READER: I am constantly amazed at the number
of afflictions that can be helped
or even cured by mentholaturn. Scalp irritation is the latest. I would be grateful if
those readers who try it would
keep me posted.

ContractBridge
Test Your Defensive Play
You are East, defending against
One Notrurnp played by South. The
bidding has been:
South
West
North
East
Pass
Pass
I•
I NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Your partner leads the two ofdiamonds, and South takes your queen
ith the ace. What is declarer's most
likely distnbution, and what is your
plan of defense'?
NORTH
•.1 84
Q 10 9 8 3
.754
•k 6
EAST
41 Q 105
IPA 12
•Q 96 3
48 74
•••
Let's first try to work out South's
distribution. To begin with, you consider the suit your partner led. Since
there is no reason to think West chose
an irregular lead, you assume the
deuce was his fourth-best diamond.
This means that South started with
precisely two diamonds.
Nest let's taro to the suit declarer
bid — clubs. He can't very well have
six of them, since he would almost

surely have rebid his clu,bs rather
than hid one notrump. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that South
started with four or five clubs in
addition to his two diamonds.
Now, taking the bidding one step
further, let's examine South's onenotrump rebid, which denied four
spades as well as four-card heart support. Since South thus can't have
four cards in either major, his distribution must be exactly 3-3-2-5.
The quality of declarer's suits is
also subject to partial analysis. Ile is
unlikely to have three hearts to the
king because he might have raised
North to two hearts with K-x-x and a
doubleton diamond. South is therefore likely to have a hand similar to
one of these two:
•A K 7
•A 9 2
•6 5 4
1116 5 4
•A 10
•A 10
4Q .1 10 9 2
*A .1 9 5 2
So, though we're still only at trick
one, it seems probable that West will
shortly win a club trick and play
three rounds of diamonds, leasing
you on lead with the nine. At that
point, you plan to lead a low heart to
partner's king and win the next two
hearts with the A-1 to put the contract
down one.

Tomorrow: You can't win 'ern all.
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Greet as a clog
4 Open to debate
8 Duds
12 Each and every
13 Not busy
14 Verdi number
15Mekongnative
18Likedesklobs
18 Counts the
minutes
20'
- cost you'
21 Strong alkali
23 Cinemax rival
24 Gotdblum or
Bridges
27 Not& shape
29 Kick out
33 Ms Hagen
of Nms
34 Pipe bend
35 Cousteau s
domain
305 Chitchats
38 Some whiskey
39 Delicate
40 Ow* to earn
42 ESPN feature

44 'Cathy's Clown"
singer
46 Boys Town site
50 Carers need
(2 wds
54 Tire nut
55 Basilica part
56 is victorious
57 Kind of trip
58 Poor wades
59Famedlionim
60 Machine tooth
DOWN
1 Mickey s
creator
Shrs
2 Ti
ma
,
enunta
3 Latch onto
4 Actress Gold
of 'Benson
5 Kind of poem
6 Ancient
7 Jeans go-with
8 Heart maybe
9 Papertess
exam
10 Lipstick buyer
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11 Pronounce
17 Pen part
19 Fairy-tale
being
22 Turn insane
out

23 - Gurley
Brown
24 Cooler
25 Fret letter
26 "When we
Was 28 Ron who
played Tarzan
30 'Pulp Fiction'
name
31 Wine category
32 Get a taste of
37 Pricey furs
39 Hasty escape
41 Serving
of butter
43 - nova
44 Ready to eat
45 Fkiency
47 He played
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49 In a dither
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often
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52 Zilch
53 USN "or!
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U2 rocker Bono receives medal for
African humanitarian work efforts

HOLLY WISE/Ledger Photo
PROCLAIMING THE FIGHT AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: Mayor Tom Rushing, Family
Court Judge Rob Mattingly and Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (seated from
left) signed the Merrymen House Proclamation Thursday in the Murray Judicial Building The
proclamation states that with the combined effort of all judges, law enforcement officials, clergy. members of the community, court workers, attorneys, counselors, physicians, the
Kentucky Domestic Violence Association and the Department of Community Based Services
tPofrqt ,iqiiinst domestic violence will continue

l'ilILADLLPIIIA (Ai') -Accepting the Liberty Medal for
hWitimanitarian work in Africa,
Bono eshoned Americans to
keep working to solve the
world's problems and spoke of
those who are without freedom.
"When you are trapped by
poverty you are not free. When
trade laws prevent you from
selling the food you grew, you
are not free.- the Insh rocker
and activist said Thursday night
as he stood steps away from
independence Hall and the
Liberty Bell.
"When you are a monk in
Burma this very week, barred
from entering a temple because
of your gospel of peace ... well,
then none of us are truly free."
he said.
Bono and the organiz.ation he
co-founded. Debt AIDS Trade
Afnca, received the award from
former Liberty Medal recipient
President George 11.W. Bush at
the
National
Constitution
Center.
The award comes with a
SI00,000 prize. which Bono
said will he donated to the
organization. Ngozi Okonjolweala. former finance minister
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
ire roir might want to try
something very different With
your instincts going in diverse
directions jUSI confirming your
feelings could take you down a
very wed trail A friend might
have great ideas but getting
them to work is another issue
Tonight Treat a pal to dinner
TAURUS (April 20-M8Y 20)
fiends surprise you
At the same time events caol!
tali into piece in a strange roar
nor What is sure is that you car,
not dictate the form or the unfurl
ing of events You simply car
choose to react or
accordingly Tonight
power
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
a* You certainly dont have thr
final word Just the same
expressing your opinions migr
not be worth it You will find that
in a few days. people migt
become more receptive You,
imagination might take you oi
of the realm of the posse*.
Tonight Where there is music
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*a se* Zero in on what you
want If there is a bump Of a mini
quake you H cruise right over the
obstacle A partner means well
but might not be seeing events
and situations as clearly as you
right now Tonight Where the
gang is
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•*a• Understanding takes
you down a new path The unex
pected colas your retabonatepe
Someone might not be teeing the
whole story Listen to news Mel
streams in your direction There
might be much more of a
gtirripse of reality there Tonight
Everyone wants you around
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*sa• The innovative and
iiichearrturous path is where the
Virgo must go Though this
behavior is not your normal
sty*, if you °yenta,* it, you
could get nervous if you don I
risk in life you II go nowhere
Tonight Chat up a storm
'JIMA (Sept. 23-Oot. 22)
s••* You make a caPerence
YOu might question that tact
occasionally even today when
someone tosses your efforts in
your taco Don't accept this
behavior Get onto why this person did and yea& with NT an PSIS
view Tonight How about a
romantic dinner?
SCORPIO(014.42-140v. 21)
•
•
• You Avant OW you
••
want Mug le Ism about emir
Yet to ow what you want, wons
ing with odor people is Ilsra
we Do Sow and give more
Trust Ir that what you desire at
appropriate and will happen
Tonight The one/ answer is yes

60110
of Nigeria who sits on the
group's policy advisory board,
accepted the award for the
Washington-based group.
Bono, frontrnan for the band
U2. co-founded DATA in 2002
to work with religious groups on
global disease and hunger
issues.
In 2005, U2 was a headliner
for the Live 8 concerts held to
raise awareness about Afncan

poverty and pressure world
leaders to cancel debt for the
poorest African nations.
('ailing America "my country," Bono said he's a fan of the
United States despite its problems because of its contributions
to the world.
"Your America is where Neil
Armstrong takes a walk on the
moon," Bono said. "Your
America gave Europe the
Marshall Plan. Your America
gave the world the Peace Corps.
"America is not just a country, it's an idea, isn't it? It's a
great and powerful idea. The
idea that all men are created
equal, that we are endowed by
our Creator with certain unalienable rights. That among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness."
The Liberty Medal was
established in 1988 to honor
individuals or organizations
whose actions represent the
founding principles of the
United States. Last year, former
presidents Bush and Bill Clinton
won the medal for putting politics aside to help raise more than
SI billion for disaster relief
efforts after Hurricane Katrina.

Iv Jacquelin Bigar
words than see your expressions You could be unusualty
sensitive right now Tonight
Hanging out is fun to do

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Listen and share who
you are Others will listen,
though you might not necessarily get the reactions you want
You could be a touch uncomfortable Loosen up and relax with
family and loved ones Tonight
Make it easy
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Greet the unexpected
with a smile Your vision of what
could happen might be startling
Sometimes your knee-fork reac
tion is right up your alley like
Confusion surrounds
now
spending and money Tonight
Add more heat to a relationship
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Home is definitely where
the heart is You might not be
comfortable anywhere but
home Invite key friends or company over Whether you throw.
painting party or a great dinnie
happening makes no difference
You're happy Tonight Let it ail
=
F
oul.
S(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might as well not
hold hack as your expression,
easily give you away In fact
might be easier to hear your

Gumbel (1948). singer Jerry
Lewis (1935)

Lee

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.tacquelinebigarcom.
BORN TODAY
The singing cowboy Gene Autry (c) 2007 by King Features
4r)
Bryant Syndicate Inc.
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The county fair.
Community events.
No one covers the
news that matters to you like
your community newspaper.

your community. your newspaper.
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HUGE 3 DAY WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE
Thursday 9:00 UNTIL 7:00; FRIDAY 9:00 UNTIL 1:00: SATURDAY 9:00 UNTIL 5:00
BRING YOUR
CARS, TRUCKS,
WAGONS,&
HAUL IT
HOME!

Sale Also
Being Held At
The Regular
Showroom
INAPIEHOUS1 InMOLE PAST STOOE, I 21 ii

(The Old K&T Lamp Factory Building)

tk,

BARGAINS YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS!!!

"

OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM, LOCATED JUST 1/2 MILE PAST
THE STORE ON 121N HAS BEEN NEWLY STOCKED WITH
FANTASTIC ITEMS AT SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!!!
YOU ?JUST CHECK OUT THESE UNBELIEVABLE DEALS!!!
FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE!

WE MUST CLEAN
OUR WAREHOUSES.
THIS FURNITURE
MUST GO!!!

SOME ITEMS ARE
ONE OF A KIND OR
LIMITED OLIANITIES!
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WELCOME

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget laszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Oct. 1-5.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availabilityl of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - egg arid bacon pizza. Tuesday - breakteat bagel; Wednesday - pancake and sausage. Thursday yogurt and graham crackers, Friday - blueberry muffin. Lunch
(canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat
milk available daily) Monday - chili cnspito, chicken patty on
bun, Tuesday - hamburger on bun, grilled cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - oven fried chicken, peanut butter and Jetty sandwich, Thursday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, Chuckwagon on
bun. Friday galaxy pizza, fish sandwich w/tarter sauce
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, Juice and milk available
daily) Monday - toaster strudel, Tuesday - sausage and biscuit, Wednesday - breakfast pizza, Thursday - assorted
muffins, Friday - biscuit and gravy Lunch (cooked and fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and (owtat milk available
daily) Monday - chicken quesadilla, com dog; Tuesday - burrito w/salsa. chef salad w/crackers, dressing. Wednesday country fried steak, gritted cheese sandwich, Thursday - oven
fried chicken, cheese pizza, Friday - foot long hot dog. hot
ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - blueberry muffin. Tuesday - biscuit and gravy,
Wednesday - breakfast pizza, Thursday - sausage biscuit,
Friday bagel and cream cheese Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger pizza, cooked arid fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - Chuckwagon
sandwich, chicken salad plate, Tuesday - taco salad, French
bread pizza, Wednesday - Salisbury steak w/gravy, tuna salad
plate . Thursday - cnspeo Wcheese, chef salad Wcrackers,
dressing. Friday • oven fried chicken, ham and cheese sandwich
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday applesauce. milk, Tuesday - cereal, animal crackers, milk,
Wednesday - muffin, milk: Thursday - carrots w/dip, fruit
Juice, Friday - animal crackers. milk_
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and luice available daily) Monday
cinnamon toast, Tuesday - ham and
cheese biscuit, Wednesday - muffin, oatmeal. banana, Thursday • biscuit wisausage gravy. Friday - peanut butter, graham crackers Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday - oven
fried chicken, roll, green beans. cote slaw. Tuesday - cheese
pizza, whole kernel corn, pineapple; Wednesday - mini com
dogs. baked beans, grapes, iello, Thursday - spaghetti green
beans garden salad vedressing. Texas toast, Friday - turkey
and cheese sandwich, carrot sticks widip, raisins, apple wedges
Elementeriee - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit, Tuesday - blueberry muffin, Wednesday - eggs. bacon
and toast, Thursday - oatmeal, Poplar/. Friday - pancake
and sausage on stick w/syrup Lunch (assorted vegetables,
chef salad fruits and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried
chicken roll corn clog. gnIted cheese sandwich. Tuesday pizza. Chuckwagon sandwich peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets, taco burger, yogurt and
animal crackers, Thursday - Super Nachos, grilled chicken
sandwich peanut butter and ailly sandwich. Friday - chicken
tame, cheeseburger, gnlied cheese sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, true juice. toast. cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit. Tuesday - ham and cheese biscuit, Wednesday • cinnamon roll.
Thursday • chicken biscuit. Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served
daily) Monday - sliced turkey iv/gravy. roll, ham and turkey
sub, Tuesday - chili cheese burrito. fish sandwich, turkey and
cheese sandwich. Domino's pizza. Wednesday - taco salad
Mexican corn bread. gnaect cheese sandwich, ham and cheese
sandwich. Thursday • steak nuggets, roll, ham and turkey
sub, pizza. Friday
super nachos, corn dog, turkey and
cheese sandwich
High • Breakfast (cereal toast, cinnamon toast, Pop tarts
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday • sausage biscuit
Tuesday - breakfast pizza, Wednesday • pancakes w'syrup.
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday • cinnamon roe
Lunch (chef salads. fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches.
hamburgers and eulk served dirty) Monday • chili cheese
burritos, grilled chicken sandwich. Tuesday - lasagna, Texas
toast hot ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday - chicken
taco, ribette sandwich, Thursday - foot long chill dog, submarine sandwich. Friday -chicken nuggets, roll hortIburpr.

